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Section I – Introduction & Simulation
Basics
This section describes Simulation Master features, installation and introduces Monte Carlo
simulation.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Simulation Master is a tool for performing a wide range of Monte Carlo simulations within
the Excel environment. Using your Excel model, you can treat inputs as random variables
and generate a range of outcomes that illustrates the risks to your project.

Simulation Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14 continuous probability distributions.
7 discrete probability distributions.
User defined distribution function.
Truncated distributions.
Distribution fitting.
4 bivariate Archimedean copula types.
Copula fitting.
Correlated inputs using rank correlation matrix.
9 time series models.
Time series fitting.
Over 1 million iterations per simulation possible.
Seed number can be provided to repeat simulation output.
Probability analysis of simulation output.
Raw input and output data saved to a worksheet.
Reporting function to send results to a worksheet or separate workbook.
Histogram, frequency polygon, and cumulative frequency charts.
Correlation reports and tornado charts.
Scatter plot generation of input variables vs. output and input vs. input.
Box plot of one or more simulations.
Remove/restore random variables in spreadsheet to share workbook with users who
don’t have Simulation Master installed.
Decision variables.
Simulation optimization.

Sensitivity Features
•
•
•

Correlation reports and tornado charts.
Scatter plot generation of input variables vs. output and input vs. input.
One at a time sensitivity analysis of input variables with tornado chart of results.

Risk Management/Qualitative Analysis Features
•
•
•
•

Risk register.
Risk register report.
Risk ranking report.
Heat map report.
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System Requirements
Excel Version: Excel 2007 to Excel 2019, Office 365 desktop; 32 and 64 bit
Systems: 32 bit and 64 bit
Windows: Vista to Windows 10

Installing Simulation Master
Place the Simulation Master add-in file in a folder that you have access. It’s important to
not rename the file, otherwise the update links tool will not work properly.

Before Installation
Depending on your system settings, you may have to unblock the Simulation Master add-in
file prior to installing. Right click on the Simulation Master add-in file. Click on Properties.
The following window will appear:

Figure 1 - File Properties

Check Unblock if it is not already checked. Then click OK.
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Excel 2007 Installation Procedure
Click the Office Button in the upper left corner of the Excel window.

Figure 2 - Office Button

Click on the Excel Options button.
Click on Add-ins menu item.

Figure 3 - Excel Options>Add-Ins

In the Manage drop-down box, select “Excel Add-ins” and click the Go button.
In the new window, click Browse and select the Simulation Master add-in file.
Check the box next to Simulation Master.
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Figure 4 - Add-ins Window

Excel 2010 - 2019 Installation Procedure
Click the File tab in the upper left corner of the Excel window.

Figure 5 - File Tab

Click on Options menu item.
Click on Add-ins menu item.
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Figure 6 – Excel Options>Add-Ins

In the Manage drop-down box, select “Excel Add-ins” and click the Go button.
In the new window, click Browse and select the Simulation Master add-in file.
Check the box next to Simulation Master and click OK.

Figure 7 - Add-ins Window
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Uninstalling Simulation Master
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Go to the manage Add-ins window (see Installation section).
Uncheck Simulation_Master.
Close Add-ins window.
Delete the Simulation Master file or move it to a different folder.
Go to the manage Add-ins window.
Click on the Simulation_Master check box.
A pop-up message will appear that Simulation_Master cannot be found. Click Yes to
delete from list.
8. Close Add-ins window.

Trust Center Settings
Depending on the Trust Center settings, Simulation Master may not run, or a warning may
appear when Excel is started. To allow the add-in to run or to avoid a warning message on
start-up make sure the Trust Center Settings below are correct.
To open the Trust Center, click the Office Button in the upper left corner of Excel or the File
tab depending on the version of Excel. Then click on the Excel Options button or Options
menu item.

Figure 8 - Excel Options>Trust Center

Click the Trust Center Settings button to open Trust Center. Click on Add-ins menu item.
Make sure all checkboxes are unchecked.
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Figure 9 - Trust Center>Add-Ins

Click on File Block Settings menu item.
unchecked.

Make sure Excel 2007 and later Add-in Files is

Figure 10 - Trust Center > File Block Settings
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Chapter 2 – Simulation Basics
This chapter is an introduction to Monte Carlo simulation as it pertains to Simulation Master
operation. It is very important that you understand the inputs to your model to avoid the
proverbial “garbage in, garbage out” problem.

Building a Model
An Excel spreadsheet model is simply a worksheet (or worksheets) that provide a structured
output calculation based on input values. A deterministic model is where the inputs and
output take on a single value. In some cases, the inputs may be varied for different
scenarios to show a range of outputs. This is known as scenario analysis.
Monte Carlo simulation greatly expands upon scenario analysis to calculate thousands of
scenarios based on sampling from random variable inputs.
This gives a far better
understanding of the risks associated with the potential outcomes.
For the purposes of this manual, the model is defined as the cells contained in one or more
worksheets that calculate an output value in one of the cells. A deterministic spreadsheet
model for an investment is shown below. In this model, we are trying to determine project
net present value, so the output cell is B27.
The single point value of NPV is positive at a discount rate of 8%. What this model doesn’t
tell us is the probability that this project will have a negative NPV. It also is based on single
point estimates of revenue, expenses, and salvage value. A simulation would give a better
understanding of the possible net present values given the random variable input values.
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Figure 11 - Deterministic Model

Identify Inputs That Are Random Variables
Prior to simulation, inputs that are not deterministic need to be identified. Also, the inputs
that have the greatest impact on model output should be identified to determine if
additional investigation is necessary to better define them.

Random Variables
An input that might assume a range of unknown values is treated as a random variable. A
random variable has an underlying probability distribution that determines the likelihood of
the input assuming a given value. For example, a normally distributed random variable is
most likely to assume a value near its mean, and less likely to assume a value away from
its mean. A uniformly distributed random variable is equally likely to assume any value in
its range of possible values.
Determining the underlying probability distribution may be extremely difficult, if not
impossible. In this case, a simplified distribution such as uniform, triangular, trapezoidal, or
PERT distribution may be used with the distribution parameters being based on expert
estimates.
If there is historical data for the random variable, the Simulation Master distribution fitting
tool can be used to fit the data to the most appropriate distribution and estimate the
distribution parameters.
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Deterministic Inputs
Deterministic input values are known and not subject to variation. An example is that some
input costs may be fixed through a long-term purchase contract. Inputs of this type are not
random variables.

Decision Variables
A decision variable is something that you have control over its value. You can change its
value as needed to obtain your objectives. Simulation Master can run multiple simulations
and change the value of one or more decision variables each time to see the effect on the
output. A decision variable of this type is called a discrete decision variable. It has a
discrete set of possible values.
There is a second kind of decision variable called an optimization decision variable. When
used with the optimizer, these variables can assume any value within its specified range.
The optimizer will attempt to find the optimum value of each optimization decision variable
based on the criteria specified.

Sensitivity Analysis
In a model with numerous random variable inputs, putting the effort into determining the
underlying probability distribution may be uneconomical. By performing a sensitivity
analysis, one can find the inputs that the model output is most sensitive to variations.
Effort can then be focused on only the most important input variables.
Simulation Master has a sensitivity tool to perform one factor at a time (OFAT) analysis.
The user inputs a range for each random variable and the tool will vary each random
variable to its minimum and maximum value while holding all other variables at their base
case value. The change in the model output is recorded in a table and summarized in a
tornado chart.
Figure 12 shows an example tornado chart where each variable was changed +/-20% from
its base case value. In this example, output is most sensitive to revenue 4 since a 20%
change results in the widest range of outputs. Revenue 5 is second most important
variable, revenue 3 the third, and so on.
In the example, we should put the most care into determining the probability distribution for
the important variables since they will have greatest impact on model output in the
simulation.
OFAT analysis is simple to perform and often useful, however a drawback of OFAT analysis
is that it does not account for interactions among the variables. If you believe interactions
are important, another method of sensitivity analysis may be more appropriate.
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Figure 12 - Sensitivity Analysis Tornado Chart

Modeling Random Variables
Any model inputs that are random variables are changed from a single value to a probability
distribution that will be sampled during each simulation run. Simulation Master provides a
tool to insert random variables in the model or an experienced user can enter a worksheet
function like built-in Excel functions. Refer to Chapter 8 for more information.
In Figure 13, the deterministic model has been changed to a stochastic model by making
the revenue and expense cells for each year random variables. The selected cell shows the
Simulation Master function for a triangular distribution. In this case the Year 3 revenue has
a triangular distribution with 45,000 as worst case, 50,000 as most likely case, and 60,000
as best case.

Figure 13 - Stochastic Model
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Correlated Inputs
In many simulations, each random variable is considered independent. If input variables
are correlated with each other, it is important to capture this correlation in the simulation to
improve the simulation quality. If input variables are considered independent when they
have correlation, risk may be over or underestimated.
Simulation Master has two ways to account for input variable correlation.
Rank Correlation Sampling Variables that are correlated are sampled and then
reordered according to their Spearman rank correlation. Simulation Master allows
for correlation of input random variables through the correlation matrix. The
correlation matrix consists of the Spearman Rank correlation among input random
variables.
When a simulation is run with correlated inputs, the random variable input values are
generated first. Then the input values are reordered so that their correlation is close
to the correlations in the input matrix. With reordering complete, the input values
are inserted into the model and the output values recorded.
Bivariate Copulas Copulas allow for more intricate correlation structures between
two variables. This has the advantage of generating samples with more realistic tail
correlations. The disadvantage is that correlation among more than two variables
cannot be modeled.

Model Simulation
Once all random variable inputs are defined, the model can be simulated. The simulation
process involves sampling a value for each random variable input and then calculating the
model output.

Generating a Random Variable with the Inverse Transform
Method
The inverse transform method of generating a random variable involves the procedure
defined below. Simulation Master does this work for you and the purpose of this description
is to provide an understanding of how it is done.
1. Generate a pseudo-random number in the range [0,1) or (0,1) depending on the
random number generator.
2. On the y-axis of the cumulative distribution function, find the random number value
and go to the right until the CDF is intersected.
3. At the intersection, go down to the x-axis. The X value is the random variable value.
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Figure 14 - CDF for a Discrete Distribution

Using Excel Functions to Generate a Random Variable
For the distributions that have built-in Excel inverse distribution functions, Simulation
Master makes use of these functions to generate random variables. Refer to Appendix C for
the distributions that use this method.

Optimization
When optimization is used to find the optimum values of decision variables, the software
runs a series of optimization loops. Within each optimization loop, simulations are run to
find the objective measure we are trying to maximize, minimize, or reach a specified target.
Due to the nature of many simulations within optimization loops, optimization is very
computationally intensive.
Objective Measure The statistic of model output that is to be minimized, maximized, or a
target value reached. The objective measure is output mean, variance, percentile, etc. The
software changes the value of optimization decision variables to achieve the desired
objective measure. In optimization terms, the model output is the objective function and
since we are dealing with random variables, the objective measure provides a way to
measure the output.
Constraint A constraint provides limits on the feasible solutions that are possible. There
are two types of constraints: equality and inequality. An equality constraint limits the
constraint to a single value. An inequality constraint limits the constraint to either less than
or greater than a value.
A constraint can be a cell value in the model or a simulation
output statistic.
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Feasible Solution A feasible solution is found when all constraints are satisfied. A feasible
solution may not be the optimum solution. If one or more constraints are violated, then a
feasible solution was not found.

Analyze the Output
Once the simulation is complete, questions such as “What is the probability that the project
will have a positive net present value?” can be analyzed. By counting the percentage of
output (NPV in this case) outcomes that are positive we can provide an answer to this
question.
Simulation Master can analyze the outcome probability above and below a single value or
between two values.

Single Value Probability Analysis
Single value analysis determines the probability less than and greater than the specified
value. If you wanted to know the probability that NPV was greater than 0 for the example
model above, you would enter 0 as the value to analyze and Simulation Master will calculate
the percentage of outcomes less than or equal to 0 and the percentage greater than 0.
The model spreadsheet was simulated for 25,000 runs and the results are shown in Figure
15. A single value probability analysis shows that there is a 91.84% probability that the
NPV will be greater than 0.

Figure 15 - Single Value Probability Analysis
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Range Probability Analysis
Range analysis determines the probability between two user specified set points. Range:
[lower set point, upper set point]. It also determines the probability above and below the
range.
The model simulation in our example was analyzed to +/- 10% of the mean value.
results in Figure 16 show a 11.1% probability between 6211.47 and 7591.79.

The

Figure 16 - Range Probability Analysis

Correlation
Using the simulation data, Pearson and Spearman Rank correlation coefficients can be
calculated for each input variable versus output.
Tornado charts of the correlation
coefficients can be generated to graphically display results.

Scatter Plots
Scatter plots of input values versus output value can be generated for each input variable.
This is useful for determining relationships between input variable values and output values.
You can also plot inputs versus inputs.
Vortarus Technologies LLC
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Present the Results
Presentation of simulation results include summary statistics of the output such as mean,
variance, minimum, and maximum values of the output. A histogram of the model output
provides a visual representation of the simulation results.
Simulation Master can create a summary report with output histogram, frequency polygon,
and cumulative frequency charts. Refer to chapter 14 for information on creating a report.
In addition, the raw simulation input variable values and output value for each simulation
run is placed in a new worksheet that can be manipulated with Excel to provide additional
presentation of results.
Box plots can be generated for a single simulation or to compare several simulations in one
chart. Refer to Chapter 18 for information on box plots.

Summary - General Simulation Procedure
The general simulation procedure, and how Simulation Master fits into the process, is shown
below.
1. Create Model Create a deterministic model in Excel.
2. (Optional) Perform Sensitivity Analysis of Inputs Perform one factor at a time
sensitivity analysis using the OFAT analysis tool (or other analysis) to determine
critical inputs to model.
3. Determine Underlying Probability Distributions of Inputs Once inputs that will
be random variables are determined, select underlying probability distribution and
parameters for each random variable.
4. Add Random Variables to Model Use Add Random Variable tool to define random
variables in model.
5. (Optional) Add Correlation Matrix or Copulas to Model If some input variables
are correlated, use Correlation Matrix tool to add a correlation matrix to model.
Then add Spearman Rank correlation coefficients to matrix. Alternatively, copulas
can be used to create a correlation structure between variables.
6. Run Simulation
7. Analyze Output
a. Probability analysis
b. Correlation report
c. Scatter plots
d. Create summary report
8. Present the Results
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Chapter 3 – Time Series Models
Time series models allow for modeling a variable over time, such as stock prices or
investment returns. A time series model is set up by creating a range of cells containing
time series functions that are linked to each other. Each cell in the range constitutes the
state of the variable at time t. Every time the sheet is recalculated, the cells return a new
value. Hence, we can simulate a time series like any other model and determine the
potential outcomes of the series.

Time Series Models in Simulation Master
The following time series models are available:
• AR(1)
• AR(2)
• MA(1)
• MA(2)
• ARMA(1,1)
• ARMA(2,2)
• GBM
• ARCH(1)
• GARCH(1,1)
For more information on the time series functions associated with each model, refer to
Appendix E.

Autoregressive Models, AR(1) & AR(2)
The autoregressive models depend on lagged values of the time series and are defined as
follows:

𝐴𝑅 (1): 𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼 + ∅1 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡
𝐴𝑅 (2): 𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼 + ∅1 𝑦𝑡−1 + ∅2 𝑦𝑡−2 + 𝜖𝑡
Where:

𝑦𝑡 is value of time series at time t
𝛼 is a constant
∅1 is lag coefficient at time t-1
∅2 is lag coefficient at time t-2
𝜖𝑡 is disturbance at time t and is ~ N(0, σ2)
An AR(1) with 𝛼 = 0 and ∅1 = 1 is a random walk process.
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Moving Average Models, MA(1) & MA(2)
The moving average models depend on lagged values of disturbances and are defined as
follows:

𝑀𝐴(1): 𝑦𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜃1 𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡
𝑀𝐴(12): 𝑦𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜃1 𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜃2 𝜀𝑡−2 + 𝜀𝑡
Where:

𝑦𝑡 is value of time series at time t
𝜇 is mean
𝜃1 is lag coefficient at time t-1
𝜃2 is lag coefficient at time t-2
𝜖𝑡 is disturbance at time t and is ~ N(0, σ2)
Autoregressive Moving Average Models, ARMA(1,1) & ARMA(2,2)
ARMA models are a combination of AR and MA models.

𝐴𝑅𝑀𝐴(1,1): 𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼 + ∅1 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 + 𝜃1 𝜀𝑡−1
𝐴𝑅𝑀𝐴(2,2): 𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼 + ∅1 𝑦𝑡−1 + ∅2 𝑦𝑡−2 + 𝜖𝑡 + 𝜃1 𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜃2 𝜀𝑡−2
Where:

𝑦𝑡 is value of time series at time t
𝛼 is a constant
∅1 is lag coefficient at time t-1
∅2 is lag coefficient at time t-2
𝜖𝑡 is disturbance at time t and is ~ N(0, σ2)
𝜃1 is lag coefficient at time t-1
𝜃2 is lag coefficient at time t-2
Geometric Brownian Motion
In the context of stock price and return, GBM is defined by:
𝑆𝑡

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛 (𝑆

𝑡−1

) = 𝜇 + 𝜎𝐵(𝑡)

𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡−1 𝑒𝑟𝑡
Where:

𝑟𝑡 is return at time t
𝜇 is mean return
𝜎 is standard deviation of return
B(t) is standard Brownian motion ~ N(0,1)
𝑆𝑡 is price at time t
Vortarus Technologies LLC
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Simulation Master’s RVGBM worksheet function returns the value of 𝑆𝑡 .

Heteroskedastic Models, ARCH(1) & GARCH(1,1)
All previous models assume that variance of the disturbance is constant.
GARCH models allow for variance to change from one time to the next.

The ARCH and

ARCH(1):
2
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝜀𝑡−1

𝑦𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜀𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜎𝑡 𝑍𝑡

GARCH(1,1):
2
2
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝜀𝑡−1
+ 𝛽𝜎𝑡−1

𝑦𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜀𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜎𝑡 𝑍𝑡
Where:

𝜎𝑡2 is variance at time t
𝛼0 is a constant
𝛼1 is lag coefficient at time t-1
𝛽 is lag coefficient at time t-1
𝜀𝑡 is disturbance at time t
𝜇 is mean
𝑍𝑡 ~ N(0,1)
Constraints:
𝛼0 > 0
𝛼1 ≥ 0
𝛽≥0
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Section II – Operation
This section describes the operation of Simulation Master.
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Chapter 4 – Distribution Fitting
When there is historical data for a random variable, the distribution fitting tool can be used
to find an appropriate probability distribution and estimate the distribution parameters.
The first step in distribution fitting is to determine if the data is discrete or continuous.
Discrete data can only assume specific values while continuous data can assume any value
within a range.
Once the data type is determined, select some appropriate probability distributions to
attempt a fit. When selecting distributions, consider if the data is positive, symmetrical, or
skewed.
Simulation Master uses maximum likelihood estimation to fit distributions to data. Some
distribution’s parameters can be estimated analytically, such as the Normal distribution.
Other distribution’s parameters must be found numerically and will take longer to fit.

Fit Distribution
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab> Fit Distribution button

Clicking the Fit Distribution button on the ribbon will show the Fit Distribution form.

Data Page
Select Data to Fit
Select or directly enter the cell range containing the data to fit.

Data Filters
Data outside a range can be filtered (excluded) by selecting lower and upper bounds of data
to include when fitting a distribution. Data that equals the lower or upper bounds will be
included. If all data is to be included, select -Infinity and +Infinity.
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Intensity
If a distribution’s parameters must be solved numerically, intensity is used to determine
how much optimization is used to determine distribution parameters. A higher intensity will
perform a more exhaustive search for parameters and will take longer to complete.

Distributions to Fit
Select the type of data. If the data is continuous, a list of continuous distributions will
appear.
If the data is discrete, a list of discrete distributions will appear.
Select
distributions that you want to attempt to fit to the data.

Figure 17 - Fit Distribution Form > Data Page

Fixed Parameters Page
If one or more parameters are known, the parameters can be fixed, and the software will
find the unknown parameters. Click Fixed Parameters on the menu. The Fixed Parameters
page will appear.
Select the distribution in the list box. The parameters for that distribution will appear.
Enter the fixed parameter(s) in the appropriate box and leave the rest of the boxes blank.
You can enter fixed parameters for more than one distribution by selecting each distribution
and entering any fixed parameters for each one.
For the binomial distribution it’s best to fix either the n or p parameter for proper fitting,
which should be known. For low (near 0) or high (near 1) values of p, if both parameters
are unspecified, it is difficult to correctly fit the distribution.
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Figure 18 - Fit Distribution Form > Fixed Parameters Page

Other Settings
Histogram Bins
All bins are adjacent to each other and the same width. The label displayed for each bin is
the midpoint value of the bin. The choice of bin width (determined by the number of bins)
affects the appearance of the data’s distribution. Too few bins may not show some features
of the data’s distribution, and too many may make the histogram too noisy. The histogram
is displayed with the vertical axis as density. Therefore, the sum of the bar areas (bin width
x bar height) are equal to 1. There are three options for the number of bins displayed in
the histogram for continuous data.
Auto-bins
The number of bins is dependent on the number of data points, n.
If n < 10, bin num = 5
If 10 <= n < 100, bin num = 20
If 100 <= n < 1000, bin num = 30
If 1000 <= n < 10000, bin num = 40
If n > 10000, bin num = 50
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Fill all bins
The maximum gap between data point values is determined and the bin num is set
according to this gap. This ensures that each bin has at least one value. If bin num
calculation is less than 2, bin num will be set to 2.
bin num = (maximum – minimum)/max gap

Rounded down to nearest integer

Specify bins
You can enter the desired number of bins.

Chi-Square Bins
When continuous distributions are fitted, data is placed in bins of equal probability according
to the fitted distribution to determine the chi-square goodness of fit statistic. These bins
are different than the histogram bins. Bins can be automatically created, or you can enter
the number of bins. The number of bins affect the chi-square test statistic, however there
are no hard and fast rules for the number of bins. There are rules of thumb that can be
used and that is what is done for automatic bins. Bins are automatically created using the
following:
n = number of data points
If n < 35:

𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑠 =

𝑛

rounded to nearest integer

5

As referenced by [1], if data points >= 35
2

𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑠 = 2𝑛5 rounded down to nearest integer
[1] Edited by D’ Agostino, R., Stephens, M. Goodness-of-Fit Techniques, 1986, CRC Press,
pp. 70.
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Figure 19 - Fit Distribution Form > Other Settings Page

Parametric Bootstrapping of Distribution Parameters
Estimated distribution parameters can be bootstrapped to obtain a range of possible values
given a confidence level. For distributions whose parameters are estimated numerically,
this is a very time-consuming process since for every simulation a new set of data is
sampled from the fitted distribution and then the distribution is fitted to the sampled data.
Confidence intervals are determined using the basic bootstrap method. Confidence intervals
are calculated as follows:
If we define delta as,
𝛿𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖∗ − 𝜃̂

for i = 1 to N simulations

Then,
∗
∗
)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 = (𝜃̂ − 𝛿1−𝛼/2
, 𝜃̂ − 𝛿𝛼/2

Where:
𝜃̂ 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝜃𝑖∗ 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖
𝛼
∗
𝛿1−𝛼/2
𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 1 − 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎
2
𝛼
∗
𝛿𝛼/2 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎
2
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𝛼 = 1−

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
100

Some distributions have parameters that are determined from the minimum and maximum
values in the data. For these parameters, it’s not possible to bootstrap and determine a
confidence interval. When bootstrapping is finished, the output form will show an interval
that is the same value as the estimated parameter. For example, if the triangular
distribution is fitted and the minimum data value is 5, then the confidence interval will be
shown as 5-5. The table below shows the distributions with parameters that will not be
bootstrapped.
Distribution
Triangular*
Trapezoidal*
PERT*
Uniform
Discrete Uniform
Pareto

Parameter
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum (xm)

* There are some cases where the most likely parameter (1 and 2 for trapezoidal) is
bootstrapped and the confidence interval is greater than maximum or less than minimum.
Refer to the potential errors section for more on this situation.
If a parameter is fixed, the confidence interval will appear only as the fixed value. For
example, if the normal distribution is fitted and the mean is fixed at 10, then the confidence
interval will be shown as 10-10.

Simulate p-values
Goodness of fit statistics p-values can be bootstrapped through simulation. Simulating pvalues is a very time-consuming process that is a function of the number of simulations, the
number of data points, and the number of distributions to fit. It is advisable to narrow
down candidate distributions by fitting without simulating p-values first. Then the best
candidate’s p-values can be simulated by refitting the distribution and simulating p-values.
The p-value simulation process is as follows[2]: Let F(Θ’) be the distribution function with a
vector of estimated parameters Θ’ = (Θ’1, …, Θ’m).
1. The parameters of the distribution are estimated from the data to get Θ’.
2. The goodness of fit statistic, D is calculated using Θ’ and the data.
3. Simulate:
Loop for x simulations
Generate a sample of size n from the estimated distribution F(Θ’).
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Estimate the parameters of the sample and call this F(Θ’sim).
Compute the test statistic, d using F(Θ’) and F(Θ’sim).
If d ≥ D then
y=y+1
End If
Next
4. p-value = y/x
[2] Implemented per Ross, S. M., Simulation, 3rd Ed., Academic Press, 2002, pp. 208.

Simulations
The question as to how many simulations to run for parametric bootstrapping and p-values
usually must be answered through experimentation. Generally, “many” simulations need to
be run. An example of this process is to start with a few hundred simulations and repeat
the process by increasing simulations until the confidence interval or p-value stabilizes.

Distribution Fitting Results
Once the fitting process is complete the Distribution Fit Results window will appear.
Simulation Master uses information criteria to provide a relative ranking of distribution fits.
The three information criteria are:
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQIC)
A lower information criterion value indicates a better relative fit.
A given information criterion does not say anything about how well a distribution fits the
data, it is only used as a comparison relative to other candidate distributions. Information
criteria should not be the only factor in selecting a distribution. How well a distribution
matches the data statistics, how well the distribution fits the data visually, and goodness of
fit statistics are also important things to consider when selecting a distribution.
The upper left box of the Distribution Fit Results window lists the top three distributions for
each information criterion. They are sorted according to BIC. Clicking on each distribution
will show parameters, statistics, and the data histogram with a curve of the fitted
distribution as an overlay.

Messages
The messages box will show if an error occurred while fitting or if a distribution’s support
does not match the data. For example, if the data contains negative values and the gamma
distribution was selected for fitting, a message will appear that gamma is not supported <=
0.
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Parameters
The parameters box will show the estimated parameters for the selected distribution. If
parametric bootstrapping was performed, the confidence interval for each parameter will
also appear.

Goodness of Fit
If appropriate, goodness of fit statistics will be shown. The Anderson-Darling, KolmogorovSmirnov, and Chi-Square goodness of fit statistics will be shown if calculated. Simulation
Master will calculate a p-value for selected GOF statistics by simulation if it was selected
prior to fitting. Note: Chi-square statistic and p-value will not be calculated for less than ten
data points when the data is continuous.

Figure 20 - Distribution Fit Results

Statistics
The statistics box shows statistics for the data and statistics for the fitted distribution based
on the parameters in the parameters box. This is useful for comparing the actual data to
the distribution to see if the fit makes sense.

Histogram/Distribution Curve
A histogram of the data and a curve of the distribution with the fitted parameters allows for
a visual inspection of fit.
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Create Report
A fit report can be created in a new worksheet. The fit report includes data shown in the
Distribution Fit Results form. You can also include histogram with fitted distribution overlay,
cumulative distribution, Q-Q, and P-P charts.

Write to Cell
A random variable formula can be inserted into the workbook using the Write to Cell button.
The selected distribution’s RV formula and the fitted parameters will be inserted into the
selected cell.

Fit Reports
Fit reports can be created by clicking the Create Report button on the Distribution Fit
Results form. The following form will appear.

Figure 21 - Fit Reports Form

Select Distributions
Select the distributions for which a report will be created. Each distribution will have its
own report on separate worksheets.

Charts
Select the types of charts to include in the report. There are four chart types available:
Histogram A histogram of the data and the fitted distribution overlay. Both are
scaled by probability density.
Cumulative
The data empirical cumulative distribution and fitted cumulative
distribution curves are shown.
Q-Q
This plot shows empirical versus fitted quantiles.
Plotting position is
determined using (k-0.5)/n where k is the kth position and n is the number of data
points.
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P-P This plot shows empirical probability versus fitted distribution probability.

Report Location
Reports can be created in the current workbook or a new workbook.

Charts & Data
When charts are included, they can be of two forms:
Live charts with data. The report will include Excel charts with their associated
data in the report worksheet. This allows for customizing the charts to fit your needs
as well as seeing the data used to create the charts.
Charts as images, no data. The report charts are images and the data used to
create them is not saved.

Potential Errors
Fitting Error
Occasionally a distribution fit may not look correct or you may get error messages in the
results form. The following are some potential errors that may occur. Errors are usually
the result of numerical instability, such as an overflow condition where numbers are larger
than Excel can handle.
Condition 1
If a distribution’s information criteria values are much less than other distributions and the
distribution curve does not come close to the data histogram, it is likely that an error
occurred during fitting.
In the example below, the extreme value maximum distribution is ranked as the best fit.
Its information criteria are much less than the other distributions, but the distribution curve
does not fit the data. In fact, the gamma distribution is a better fit.
When the distribution curve does not match the data, rerun the distribution fit tool with a
higher intensity setting. If the error continues, discard the poor fitting distribution.
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Figure 22 - Example of Fitting Error (Condition 1)

Condition 2
If the information criteria are much higher than other distributions and the shape of the
data histogram is similar to the distribution, there may have been a fitting error. The
example below shows that the extreme value maximum information criteria is much higher
than the other distributions. Note that the overlay plot is barely visible in the lower right
corner of the histogram. Another indication of numerical problems is that there are error
messages that the A-D and K-S statistics could not be calculated.
Rerun the distribution fit tool with a higher intensity setting. If the error continues, discard
the poor fitting distribution.
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Figure 23 - Example of Fitting Error (Condition 2)

Parametric Bootstrapping Confidence Interval Issues
For the triangular, trapezoidal, and PERT distributions the minimum and maximum
parameters are estimated from the data and cannot be bootstrapped. Hence, they are fixed
and have no confidence interval. However, the most likely parameters can be bootstrapped.
When the most likely parameter is the same as the minimum or maximum, there will be an
issue with the confidence interval due to the way the interval is calculated. Consider the
example below where a triangular distribution is fitted to some data.
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Figure 24 - Confidence Interval Issue

In this example, most likely has the same estimated value as maximum. As shown above,
the upper limit of the 90% confidence interval for most likely is greater than maximum.
This is the result of how the confidence interval is calculated using the basic bootstrap
method.
If you are fitting a triangular, trapezoidal, or PERT distribution and the most likely
parameter is very close to either the minimum or maximum this situation can occur, and
confidence intervals should be treated as suspect.
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Chapter 5 – Copula Fitting
Bivariate copulas can be fitted to the correlation structure between two sets of data with the
copula fitting tool.

Fit Copula
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab> Fit Copula button

Clicking the Fit Copula button on the ribbon will show the Fit Copula form.

Figure 25 - Fit Copula Form

Variable 1 Data to Fit
Select or enter the cell range where the data for variable 1 resides. A minimum of four data
points must be selected.
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Variable 2 Data to Fit
Select or enter the cell range where the data for variable 2 resides. A minimum of four data
points must be selected.

Intensity
Copulas are fitted by numerically finding the maximum likelihood. This is an iterative
process. The intensity adjustment will decrease or increase how long the software will
search for a solution.

Copulas to Fit
Select any copulas in the list that the software should attempt to fit.

Copula Fitting Results
Once the fitting process is complete the Copula Fit Results window will appear.
Simulation Master uses information criteria to provide a relative ranking of copula fits. The
three information criteria are:
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQIC)
A lower information criterion value indicates a better relative fit.
A given information criterion does not say anything about how well a copula fits the data, it
is only used as a comparison relative to other candidate copulas.
The upper box of the Copula Fit Results window lists the top three copulas for each
information criterion. They are sorted according to BIC. The second box shows the
estimated alpha parameter for each copula.
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Figure 26 - Copula Fit Results Form

Create Report
A fit report can be created in a new worksheet. The fit report includes data shown in the
Copula Fit Results form.

Write to Cells
Copula functions can be inserted into the workbook using the Write to Cells button. You will
be prompted to select the upper left cell where the copula functions will reside. Once the
copula functions are entered in the cells, they can be moved as needed if their relative
references are held.

Copula Types
Simulation Master can fit four Archimedean copula types: Clayton, Frank, Gumbel, and
Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM). The number at the end of each copula shown in the list
refers to the direction of correlation. Clayton and Gumbel copulas can have four possible
directions. The Frank and FGM copulas are symmetrical, and therefore only require two
directions.
Examples of Clayton copula directions are shown below. To see the correlation structure
and direction, use the copula tool and select a copula. An example plot of the correlation
and direction will appear.
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Figure 27 – Clayton 1

Figure 28 – Clayton 2

Figure 29 – Clayton 3
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Figure 30 – Clayton 4
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Chapter 6 – Time Series Fitting
Time series models can be fitted to historical data using the time series fitting tool.

Fit Time Series
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab> Fit Time Series button

Clicking the Fit Time Series button on the ribbon will show the Fit Time Series form.

Figure 31 - Fit Time Series Form

Data to Fit
Select or enter the cell range where the data to fit the time series resides. A minimum of
four data points must be selected.
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Intensity
Time series model parameters are determined by maximum likelihood. Most of the time
this is an iterative process. The intensity adjustment will decrease or increase how long the
software will search for a solution.

Models to Fit
Select any time series models that the software should attempt to fit.

Time Series Fitting Results
Once the fitting process is complete the Time Series Fit Results window will appear.

Figure 32 - Time Series Fit Results

Simulation Master uses information criteria to provide a relative ranking of fits for each time
series model. The three information criteria are:
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQIC)
A lower information criterion value indicates a better relative fit.
A given information criterion does not say anything about how well a model fits the data, it
is only used as a comparison relative to other candidate models. The upper box of the Time
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Series Fit Results window lists the top three models for each information criterion. They are
sorted according to BIC. Clicking on each model will show its estimated parameters.

Parameters
The parameters box will show the estimated parameters for the selected model.

Messages
The messages box will show if an error occurred while fitting. For example, if the data
contains negative values and geometric Brownian motion was selected for fitting, a message
will appear that it could not be fit.

Create Report
A fit report can be created in a new worksheet. The fit report includes data shown in the
Time Series Fit Results form and selected time series plots.

Write to Cells
Time series functions for the selected model can be inserted into the workbook using the
Write to Cells button. The selected model’s time series and disturbance functions with the
fitted parameters will be inserted into the selected cell range. When the Write to Cells
button is clicked, the following form will appear.

Figure 33 - Write Time Series to Cells Form

Select the range where the time series functions will be entered. Disturbance variable
functions will be entered adjacent to the time series functions on the left or the right. For
ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1), the variance functions will also be entered adjacent to the time
series functions. Finally, enter the initial value for the time series.
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Fit Reports
Fit reports can be created by clicking the Create Report button on the Time Series Fit
Results form. The following form will appear.

Figure 34 - Fit Reports Form

Select Time Series
Select the models for which to generate a fit report.
worksheet.

Each report will be on a separate

Time Series Plots
You can include time series extension and overlay plots. The extension plot will plot the
original data plus it will generate an equal number of new values with the last data point as
the initial value for the new data. The overlay plot will generate new data from the
estimated model using the initial value of the data and plot it over the original data.

Report Location
The fit reports can be created in the active workbook or in a new workbook that is
automatically created.
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Chapter 7 – Time Series Analysis
The time series analysis tool creates time series plots as well as autocorrelation function
(ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) correlograms.

Time Series Analysis
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab> Time Series Analysis button

Clicking the Time Series Analysis button on the ribbon will show the Time Series Analysis
form.

Figure 35 - Time Series Analysis Form

Time Series Plot
A time series plot can be included in the report. If mean is selected, the running mean
(mean up to time t) will be plotted with the time series plot. If variance is selected,
variance will be plotted with the time series plot. If the prior periods box is left blank,
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variance will be running variance (variance up to time t). You can also plot variance over
the last n periods by entering the number of prior periods.

ACF & PCF
Autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function correlograms can be included in
the report by checking the appropriate check boxes. Enter the number of lags to plot. If
confidence intervals will be included, check the box and select a significance level.

Figure 36 - Time Series Analysis Report
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Chapter 8 – Random Variables
Random variables are inputs to the model whose values are sampled from a probability
distribution. Prior to running a simulation, random variables are defined by replacing each
of their cell values with a Simulation Master function that defines the variable’s probability
distribution.
Random variables are assigned a probability distribution based on your understanding of the
variable’s nature. Understanding which distribution to assign to each variable is very
important. The more important a variable is to the output of the model, the greater the
care for applying the correct probability distribution and its parameters is required.
Determining the probability distribution and its parameters may require experimentation of
the input variable, using company or industry standards, or consulting with experts in the
field. As with any model, the greater the quality of input, the greater the quality of output.
Refer to Appendices C and D for more information on each probability distribution available
in Simulation Master.
For experienced users, the Simulation Master function for a given probability distribution
can be entered directly in the model by using the appropriate function and parameters. The
use of the random variable tool is intended to reduce input errors and its use is left to the
discretion of the user.

Add Random Variable
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Model Functions>Random Variable button

Prior to clicking the Random Variable button on the ribbon, select the worksheet where the
random variable will reside. After clicking the Random Variable button, the Random
Variable form will appear.

Variable Type
Two types of random variable functions can be added using this tool: regular random
variables and copula marginal random variables. Regular random variables internally
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generate their own random number for sampling. These functions begin with RV. Copula
marginal random variables are used in conjunction with copulas. Instead of internally
generating random numbers, they take the output from a copula as the random number.
These functions begin with RVC.

Copula Cell
When a copula marginal variable type is selected, the copula cell pane will appear. Select or
enter the cell of the copula function that will be used as input for the random variable.

Figure 37 - Add Variable Form, Copula Marginal Selected

Variable Cell Address
Select the variable cell in the model. Once the Add Variable button is clicked, the cell will be
replaced with a Simulation Master function. All Simulation Master regular random variable
functions are of the form:
=RVDISTRIBUTION (parameter 1, …, parameter n)
Where:
RV is random variable
DISTRIBUTION is the underlying probability distribution
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parameter is a parameter of the distribution
All Simulation Master copula marginal random variable functions are of the form:
=RVCDISTRIBUTION (rn, parameter 1, …, parameter n)

Where:
RVC is copula marginal random variable
DISTRIBUTION is the underlying probability distribution
rn is the random number input
parameter is a parameter of the distribution
When using decimal comma, replace the “,” separating arguments with “;”.
For more information on the function parameters, refer to Appendices C and D.

Distribution Type
Select whether the variable distribution is discrete or continuous.
The appropriate
distributions will appear in the drop-down box in the Distribution Parameters pane.

Distribution Parameters
In the drop-down box, select the underlying probability distribution. Once a distribution is
selected, the appropriate distribution parameters will appear. Enter the values for each
parameter and click the Add Variable button. Refer to Appendices C and D for more
information on each distribution and their parameters.
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Figure 38 – Completed Random Variable Form for Regular RV

Cell references can be made for each distribution parameter by clicking the minimize button
next to each parameter box and selecting the cell that contains the parameter value.

Truncation Points
If a distribution can be truncated, the truncation points frame will appear when the
distribution is selected. The left, right or both sides of the distribution can be truncated.
Note that when a distribution is truncated, all samples are drawn from the accepted range.
This will result in differences of the sampled value statistics compared to the distribution
statistics. For example, if a Normal distribution with mean 10 is left truncated, the mean of
the sampled values may not necessarily be 10.
Enter the truncation point values in the boxes. If there is no truncation for a side, leave the
box blank. For example, if a distribution is right truncated only, enter the truncation point
in the upper box. Leave the lower box empty.
Truncation points can be entered manually or referenced to cells by using the minimize
button next to each box.
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User Defined Distribution Function
A user defined distribution can be added to the model using the user distribution function.
The user distribution is typed in the desired cell as shown below.
=RVUSERDIST (formula)
Where formula is the user defined distribution formula.
RVUSERDIST is a wrapper that is used by the software to identify random variables in the
model. To record input variables, correlate inputs and color input cells the software scans
the sheet containing the output cell and looks for cell formulas that begin with “RV”.
The formula must evaluate to a numeric value or an error will result.

Example User Defined Distribution
Suppose a random number, U is generated on (0,1). If U < .25, the random variable
assumes a value of 5.2. If U >= .25, the random variable assumes a value of 8.7. The
random number, U will be generated using the random number function, RANDNUM().
To enter this in the model, use the following formula in the appropriate cell.
=RVUSERDIST (IF(RANDNUM ()<.25, 5.2, 8.7))

Combining Random Variables into One Input
RVUSERDIST can also be used to combine two or more random variables into one input.
This can be done two ways. The first is by entering the random variable functions and their
relationship directly inside RVUSERDIST. The second way is by referencing other cells
containing RV functions.
The following is an example where we have two random variables, price which is normally
distributed and sales volume for which we will use a triangular distribution. We want to
combine them so that we treat revenue as an input, so we can record its values during the
simulation.
Direct entry method: =RVUSERDIST (RVNORMAL (10,1)*RVTRIANGULAR(100,125,175))
Referenced cell method: =RVUSERDIST (C3*D3) where price is in cell C3 and volume in D3

Recording Random Variables on Another Sheet
Note that to record a variable on the simulation data sheet; the cell must be on the same
worksheet as the model output cell. The RVUSERDIST function can also be used to record
random variables located on other sheets. To record a random variable, place the
RVUSERDIST function in the sheet containing the output cell. Then enter the cell address of
the random variable in the function. For example, we enter the function in the sheet as
follows:
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=RVUSERDIST(Sheet9!B7)
Where our random variable is in Sheet9, cell B7.

Empirical Distribution Function
An empirical distribution can be added to the model using the empirical distribution
function. The empirical distribution is typed in the desired cell as shown below.
=RVEMPIRICAL (range, type)
Where:
range is the cell range containing the data upon which the distribution
depends.
type is the type of data, either "continuous" or "discrete". Type must be
entered in quotation marks.
The data range must conform to the following:
• All cells must be numeric.
• The range must be one column.
• The range must be sorted ascending (smallest to largest) with the smallest value in
the top cell and the largest value in the bottom cell.
Discrete will return only values included in the data range. Continuous uses interpolation to
return values between data points. The Excel PERCENTILE.INC function is used to generate
the continuous values.
The function must evaluate to a numeric value or an error will result.

Considerations for Sampling from Empirical Data
Using
•
•
•

empirical data instead of a parametric random variable function has some limitations:
The data may not be a good representation of the underlying probability distribution.
Values outside the range of data cannot be sampled.
For large data sets, simulation time may increase due to the nature of sampling from
data versus calculation of a parametric distribution.

Hide Random Variable Function
HIDERV() is a wrapper function that keeps RV functions from being recorded on the
simulation data sheet. It is used by entering the function in a cell and embedding an RV
function inside the function.
=HIDERV(RV function)
An example is =HIDERV(RVNORMAL(10,1)). When the simulation is run, this variable will
not be recorded in the simulation data sheet.
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Chapter 9 – Decision Variables
Decision variables are things in the model that you can control. Simulation Master has two
types of decision variables: discrete and optimization decision variables. A discrete decision
variable takes on specific values that are specified in a range of cells within the model. An
optimization decision variable is used in conjunction with the optimizer to find the specific
value of the variable based on optimization criteria.
For experienced users, the Simulation Master function for a given decision variable can be
entered directly in the model by using the appropriate function and parameters. The use of
the Decision Variable tool is intended to reduce input errors and its use is left to the
discretion of the user.
An example of using discrete decision variables is shown in Figure 39. In this example there
are two decision variables. The decision variable in cell D2 can assume the values in range
F2:F12 and the decision variable in cell D3 can assume the values in range G2:G12.
If multiple simulations are run, the decision variables will assume the first value in their
range (F2 and G2) on the first simulation run. They will assume the second value in their
range (F3 and G3) on the second simulation run. This will continue for each simulation run.
If more simulations are run than possible decision variable values, when the last value is
reached, it will be used for each additional simulation.

Figure 39 - Example of Discrete Decision Variables

An example of optimization decision variables is shown in Figure 40. In this example the
weighting of each asset in an investment portfolio is a decision variable. The optimization
decision variable definitions are in cells H2 thru H6. During an optimization, cells B5 thru F5
are changed within the range specified in the decision variable definition.
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In this example we could simulate the portfolio return and use optimization to maximize the
mean value of the portfolio return. We impose the constraint in cell B9 that the sum of
weights must equal 1. To account for our risk appetite, we could also impose a constraint
that the 10th percentile of return must be greater than or equal to zero.
During optimization, the weights of the individual assets will be adjusted to find the
optimum weights that satisfy the constraints we’ve imposed.

Figure 40 - Example of Optimization Decision Variables
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Add Decision Variable
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Model Functions>Decision Variable button

Prior to clicking the Decision Variable button on the ribbon, select the worksheet where the
decision variable will reside. After clicking the Decision Variable button, the Decision
Variable form will appear.

Decision Variable Cell Address
Select the cell where the decision variable will reside. Decision variables must be in the
same worksheet as the model output cell. Once the Add Variable button is clicked, the cell
will be replaced with a Simulation Master function.
The Simulation Master discrete decision variable function is as follows:
=RVDECISION (Range)
Where:
Range is the cell range containing the possible values of the variable.
The Simulation Master optimization decision variable function is as follows:
=RVOPTDECISION (Cell, Name, Min, Max, Type)
Where:
Cell is the cell address of the cell whose value will be changed during
optimization. This cell cannot be on a protected sheet, or an error will
occur during simulation.
Name is the name of the decision variable. Name will appear in the
decision variable cell.
Min is the minimum value the decision variable can assume.
Max is the maximum value the decision variable can assume.
Type is the type of data. A type of 0 means the data can assume
decimal values. A type of 1 means the data can assume only integer
values.

Decision Variable Type
There are two types of decision variables, discrete and optimization.
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A discrete decision variable assumes a discrete set of values during simulation. Multiple
simulation runs are performed, and a discrete decision variable will assume a new value
during each simulation.
An optimization decision variable is used for optimizations. It can assume a value within a
range for decimal types, and whole numbers for integer types. During optimization, the
software searches for the optimal value within the range specified.

Discrete Decision Variable: Select Range of Values
Select a range of cells that contain the values that the discrete decision variable can assume
during simulation.

Figure 41 - Decision Variable Form > Discrete Decision Variable

Optimization Decision Variable: Variable Name
Enter a name for the decision variable. The name will appear in the decision variable cell.

Optimization Decision Variable: Cell to Change
Select the cell that will contain the value of the decision variable. The value of this cell will
be changed during optimization.

Optimization Decision Variable: Data Type
Data type can be either decimal or integer. If decimal is selected, the cell to change can
assume any value within its specified range. If integer is selected, the cell to change can
only assume whole numbers within its specified range.
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Optimization Decision Variable: Minimum
Specify the minimum value that the cell to change can assume.

Optimization Decision Variable: Maximum
Specify the maximum value that the cell to change can assume.

Figure 42 - Decision Variable Form > Optimization Decision Variable
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Chapter 10 – Time Series
Time series models can be added using the time series tool. The tool automatically adds
the correct Simulation Master functions. For all time series models there are at least two
cells with functions for each time. The first is the time series model function and the second
is a disturbance variable. For ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) models there is also a variance
function.
When using the time series tool, the disturbance variables are normally distributed and
sampled using the RVNORMAL function. Other distributions can be used for disturbance
variables, however if the parameters were estimated using the time series fitting tool, it was
assumed that the disturbance is normally distributed.
Refer to Appendix E for more information on each time series model available in Simulation
Master.
For experienced users, the Simulation Master functions for a given time series model can be
entered directly in the model by using the appropriate functions and parameters. Due to
the complex nature of time series models, it’s highly recommended to use the time series
tool.

Add Time Series
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Model Functions>Time Series button

After clicking the Time Series button, the Time Series form will appear.

Model Type
Select the time series model to be added.

Time Series Range
Select the cell range where the time series functions will reside. Each cell represents one
point in time.
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Disturbance Variables Location
Each time will have a disturbance variable cell that contains the disturbance at that time.
The disturbance cells will be placed to the left or right of the time series column. For
ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) there is an additional column of cells for variance at each time.
The variance cells will be located next to the time series columns with the disturbance cell
located next to variance.
Disturbance cells and variance cells can be moved after adding them, but relative cell
references must be maintained.
The disturbance variables can be placed inside the HIDERV function by selecting the
checkbox. This will prevent the software from recording the values of the disturbance
variables on the simulation data sheet.

Figure 43 - Time Series Form
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Chapter 11 – Rank Order Correlation
If two or more inputs are correlated, this correlation can be accounted for in the simulation
by adding a correlation matrix to the model. The Correlation Matrix tool scans the random
variables in the same worksheet as the output cell and creates a matrix template. Once the
template is created, add the appropriate Spearman Rank correlation coefficients in the
matrix.
There is also a Check Matrix tool to verify the matrix is correct for simulation. This tool
allows you to find and correct problems before running a simulation.
To account for correlation, input values for each random variable are sampled and then
reordered to be similar to the desired correlation in the correlation matrix. This is
accomplished using the Iman-Conover method.
Once the input variable values are
reordered, they are inserted into the model to run the simulation.

Correlation Matrix
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Rank Order Correlation>Correlation Matrix button

Prior to clicking the Correlation Matrix button, select the worksheet containing the model
output cell. All random variables that will be in the correlation matrix must be on the same
worksheet as the model output cell. After clicking the Correlation Matrix button on the
ribbon, the Correlation Matrix form will appear.
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Figure 44 - Correlation Matrix

Upper Left Cell Location
Select the upper left cell where the correlation matrix will be located. The matrix should be
placed in a blank area of the worksheet since any cells in the matrix area will be overwritten
when the matrix is inserted.

Input Variables in Matrix
When the correlation form is opened, all cells in the current worksheet will be scanned. Any
cells containing a random variable function (begins with RV…) will be added to this list box.
To remove variable(s), select the variable(s) to be removed and click the Remove Variable
button.
Click the Create button to insert the correlation matrix template into the worksheet. The
diagonal values of the matrix must be 1. Only the lower triangular portion of the matrix
must be completed. Enter the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient for each pair of
correlated variables. All uncorrelated variables must have zero entered in the lower
triangular.

Figure 45 - Correlation Matrix in Model Worksheet

Important!
The variable addresses to the left and top of the matrix must not be changed. The software
uses these addresses to perform calculations.
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Matrix Check Tool
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Rank Order Correlation>Matrix Check button

After clicking the Matrix Check button on the ribbon, the Correlation Matrix Check form will
appear.

Figure 46 - Matrix Check Form

Select Correlation Matrix
Select or enter the range of cells where the correlation matrix is located. You must include
the cells on the left and top that contain the variable cell addresses. Refer to the figure
below for a correctly selected matrix.
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Figure 47 - Correctly Selected Matrix

Run Check
Once the matrix is selected, click the Run Check button. Initially, the tool will make basic
formatting checks. Any formatting errors must be corrected before proceeding. These
checks include:
•
•
•

The first row and first column cells contain valid cell addresses.
All diagonals must be 1.
All cells below the diagonal must have numeric values ≥ -1 and ≤ 1. Cells above the
diagonal can be blank.

If the formatting checks are OK, the tool will proceed to determine the definiteness of the
matrix. To perform a simulation, the matrix must be positive definite or positive semidefinite.
The method used to test definiteness is to find an n x n matrix’s n upper left determinants.
If all determinants are > 0, then the matrix is positive definite. If all determinants are ≥ 0,
then the matrix is positive semi-definite.
The procedure for a 5 x 5 matrix is shown below with each colored rectangle showing an
upper left matrix for which each determinant is calculated. For each iteration, the tool adds
a new variable to the check. Once a problem is found (determinant < 0), the tool will stop
checking and show the variable pairs in the last row checked.
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Figure 48 - n Upper Left Determinant Calculations

If a problem is found, the variable pairs where a potential problem occurs will be shown in
the form.

Figure 49 - Matrix Check Results

The interpretation of this check is that A1 and A4 have a positive correlation of 0.5. A4 and
A5 have a positive correlation of 0.7. If A1 and A4 are positively correlated, and A4 and A5
are positively correlated, then A1 and A5 must have a positive correlation.
It should be noted that in this example not all positive values will work. For example, if we
replace the -0.8 correlation with .01, the matrix is still not positive definite. If we use 0.1
instead, then the matrix is positive definite.
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Chapter 12 - Copulas
Bivariate Archimedean copulas can be added using the copula tool. The tool automatically
adds the correct Simulation Master functions. A copula is defined by functions placed in four
cells. Two of the functions are copula functions, one for each variable. The other two cells
are random number cells used to sample from the copula.
Refer to Appendix F for more information on each copula available in Simulation Master.
For experienced users, the Simulation Master functions for a given copula can be entered
directly in the model by using the appropriate functions and parameters. Due to the
complex nature of copulas, it’s highly recommended to use the copula tool.

Copula
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Copula button

After clicking the Copula button, the Copula form will appear.
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Figure 50 - Copula Form

Copula Type
Simulation Master has four Archimedean copula types: Clayton, Frank, Gumbel, and FarlieGumbel-Morgenstern (FGM). The number at the end of each copula refers to the direction
of correlation. Clayton and Gumbel copulas can have four possible directions. The Frank
and FGM copulas are symmetrical, and therefore only require two directions.
To see the correlation structure and direction, select a copula.
correlation and direction will appear.

An example plot of the

Enter the copula alpha parameter or select a cell where the alpha value resides.

First Variable Cell
Select the cell where the copula function will be located for the first variable. This cell’s
value will be used as an input to an “RVC” random variable cell (copula marginal variable).

Second Variable Cell
Select the cell where the copula function will be located for the second variable. This cell’s
value will be used as an input to an “RVC” random variable cell (copula marginal variable).

Random Number Cell 1
Select the cell where the first random number cell will be located.

Random Number Cell 2
Select the cell where the second random number cell will be located.
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Chapter 13 – Running a Simulation
A simulation is the Simulation Master software running a specified number of iterations of
the model using the defined random variables and their underlying probability distributions.

Run Simulation
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Run Simulation button

Prior to clicking the Run Simulation button, select the worksheet containing the model
output cell. If the worksheet containing the output cell is not active, an error will result.
After clicking the Run Simulation button on the ribbon, the Run Simulation form will appear.

Simulation Parameters Page
Model Output Cell
Select the cell where the output of the model is calculated.
numeric values to avoid an error.

The output cell must have

Histogram Columns on Output Display
There are two types of data bins used for the histogram on the Simulation Results form:
continuous and discrete. Continuous data bins are equally spaced bins based on the range
of output and the number of bins specified. Each data bin represents a bar in the
histogram. The number of continuous bins can be determined automatically or specified
directly.
If auto continuous bins is selected, the number of bins will be determined by Scott’s rule. If
specify continuous bins is selected, enter the desired number of histogram bins.
Discrete bins will create a data bin for each unique outcome. This is intended for use with
models that have a limited number of unique outcomes. Selecting discrete bins with a
model that can have numerous outcomes will dramatically slow operation and most likely
result in a useless histogram with most bins having only one instance.
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If you do not want to display the histogram, select the Do not show histogram button. Not
displaying the histogram will speed up simulation time for large scale simulations since
populating the data bins with frequency counts will take additional time to complete.

Calculation
Calculation settings only apply if Excel’s calculation option is set to manual. Random
variable functions are volatile which means that each time Excel recalculates, a new value is
returned. When automatic calculation is turned on, all random variable functions in any
worksheet will recalculate.
To improve simulation speed, it’s advisable to turn off automatic calculation.
If all random variable inputs are located on the same sheet, select the option to only
calculate the sheet containing the output cell. This will improve simulation speed by not
making extraneous calculations in other worksheets.
If there are random variable inputs in sheets or workbooks other than the sheet containing
the output cell, the option to calculate all workbooks must be selected to calculate all input
cells.

Simulation Mode
There are two modes to perform a simulation. Speed mode uses arrays to perform
operations which results in faster operation. This is the preferred mode of operation.
Depending on system resources, and the size of the model, there may not be enough
system memory to perform the simulation. In this case, use the Safe mode which writes all
simulation values to the simulation data sheet while performing the simulation. This will
result in slower operation but will avoid running out of system memory. Safe mode cannot
be used with correlated inputs.
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Figure 51 - Run Simulation Form > Simulation Parameters Page

Correlated Inputs
If correlated inputs will be used, select the Correlated inputs checkbox. A correlation matrix
must be present in the worksheet containing the output cell prior to running the simulation.
Click on the minimize button to select the correlation matrix. Select the variable addresses
and the matrix values as shown below.
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Figure 52 - Selected Correlation Matrix

Simulation Runs
Multiple simulation runs can be performed to evaluate the effect discrete decision variables
have on output. If one or more discrete decision variables are present, the first simulation
run will use the first value in each decision variable’s range of values. The second run will
use the second value and so on.
If the Run optimization check box is selected, there will only be one simulation run. The
optimization page selector will appear on the left menu.

Iterations per Simulation
Enter the number of iterations to perform for each simulation run. If optimization will be
performed, and a full simulation will be run after optimization this is the number of
iterations that will be run. If a full simulation after optimization will not be run, this box can
be left blank.

Random Number Generation
There are two random number generators available to use. The Excel RAND function and a
multiplicative congruential generator (MCG). The MCG uses the Park-Miller algorithm.
If a simulation needs to produce repeatable input variable values, the MCG function must be
used with a random number seed.

Random Number Seed
The MCG function can take a user entered seed value to repeat a sequence of random
numbers. When the Use system clock for seed button is selected, the program will use
RAND() as the random number seed value which is seeded from the system clock.
If a simulation needs to be duplicated exactly, select the Enter a seed value button. Seed
value must be: 0 < seed <= 231 – 2. To duplicate the simulation, enter the same seed
number. To reproduce the same random number sequence, Excel auto calculation must be
turned off on all simulations, including the original simulation.
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Due to variations in Excel’s calculation sequence, it cannot be guaranteed that two
simulations with the same seed value will result in the same results. To maximize
repeatability, follow these guidelines:
• Disable multi-threaded calculation.
This setting can be turned off in
File>Options>Advanced.
• If the model is contained in one worksheet, do not add any cells that will require
calculation after the first simulation has been run. Select calculate model sheet only.
• If the model is contained in several worksheets, or workbooks, do not add any cells
that will require calculation anywhere in the workbook after the first simulation.
• Do not have extra workbooks open that are not related to the model if calculate all
workbooks is selected.
• Turn off auto-calculation.

Optimization Page
If the Run optimization check box was selected on the Simulation Parameters page,
Optimization will appear on the left menu. Click on it to show the optimization page.

Figure 53 - Run Simulation Form> Optimization Page
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Objective Measure
The objective measure is how the optimization success is measured. It is the thing that we
are trying to minimize, maximize or reach a specific target. Objective measures are
statistics of the simulation, such as mean, variance or a percentile of the output.

Optimization Goal
Select an optimization goal for the objective measure. If target is selected, either enter the
target value in the box or click the minimize button next to the box and select a cell
containing the target value.

Simulation Iterations per Optimization Loop
When an optimization is performed, multiple simulations are run within each optimization
loop to determine an objective measure. Specify the number of iterations to simulate each
time a simulation is needed.
This is very computationally intensive, and it is recommended to use a smaller number of
iterations that a normal simulation. In the example shown, the software will run 700
iterations each time the objective measure is calculated. A normal simulation may have
tens of thousands of iterations to get a reasonable result.
If the Full simulation after optimization check box is selected, a simulation will be run with
optimized decision variable values after optimization is complete. The iterations for the full
simulation are specified on the Simulation Parameters page.
Because the iterations used for optimization is typically lower than a full simulation, there
may be constraint violations when the full simulation is run. A new optimization should be
run with more iterations per optimization loop to determine a more stable objective
measure for optimization. Using information gained from an initial optimization, the limits
of any optimization decision variables should also be tightened to improve optimization
efficiency.

Stop Criteria
The optimization process can be stopped by either specifying the maximum number of
iterations or using a time limit. Optimization can also be stopped manually at any time by
clicking the Stop button in the progress window.

Intensity
Intensity is a setting that can be adjusted to determine the intensity of the search for an
optimum objective value. Increasing intensity comes at a computational cost and will
increase optimization run time.

Decision Variables
The decision variable box will initially be populated with all optimization decision variables
on the model worksheet. If more than one decision variable is present, a decision variable
can be removed, and its current value will be held constant during optimization.
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Constraints
Cell values and simulation statistics can be used as constraints on the optimization. Cell
constraints and constraint values referenced to a cell must be in the same worksheet as the
model output cell. To add a constraint, select the constraint parameters and click the Add
button. The constraint will appear in the box.
If a cell value is used as a constraint, the cell’s value cannot be dependent on a random
variable.

Run Button
Once all the parameters have been entered, click the Run button to start the simulation. A
progress bar will appear while the simulation is running. Once the simulation is complete a
Creating Output progress bar will appear while the data bins are being populated with
frequency counts.
If optimization is performed, the following progress window will appear. A running update
of the current best objective measure is displayed. The optimization can be stopped by
clicking the Stop button. The simulation/optimization will stop on the next iteration and the
output window will be displayed.

Figure 54 - Optimizer Progress Window
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Chapter 14 – Simulation Results
Simulation Results Form
Once a simulation has been run, the Simulation Results form will appear. Initially the basic
statistics of the simulation will appear in the results box.
A histogram, if selected earlier, will be shown for a visual representation of the results. To
generate the histogram, the software places a .gif file in the same directory as the
workbook. Once the Simulation Results form is closed, the image file will be deleted. If the
workbook file path becomes inaccessible, the histogram will not appear.
If a simulation is run in a workbook that has not been saved, an error message will appear
that the histogram could not be created. Since the workbook has not been saved, there is
no workbook file path to save the image. The simulation data will still be preserved, but the
histogram will not appear in the output window.

Simulation Pane

Figure 55 - Simulation Results Form> Simulation Pane
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Number Format
You can change the formatting of summary statistics and the probability grab bar values.
The two options are decimal form and scientific notation. Scientific notation is often
necessary for extremely large and extremely small numbers.
You can also select the number of decimal places to show. Note that Excel will only display
15 digits. If there are more than 15 digits to the left of the decimal, Excel will display
scientific notation regardless of the setting. If there is a combination of digits to the left and
right of the decimal, digits to the right may be cut-off to 15 total digits.
The number format settings will also be used when creating a report.

Percentiles
Percentiles are calculated using Excel’s PERCENTILE.INC function.

Probability Grab Bars
The histogram has two bars that can be moved to get a look at the probabilities of various
outcomes. To adjust the bars, click on the red squares and drag to the desired position. An
example with the grab bars adjusted is shown below.

probability > right bar

left bar ≤ probability ≤ right bar

probability < left bar

Grab bar output values.

Figure 56 - Grab Bar Adjustment
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The grab bars and their associated values can be hidden by checking the Hide box.

Probability Analysis
To conduct a probability analysis of the model output falling within a range of values use the
Lower Set Point and Upper Set Point boxes.
To determine the probability above and below a single output value, enter that value in
either the Lower Set Point or Upper Set Point box as shown below and click the Update
button. The lower set point was used in the example shown in Figure 57.
If the lower or upper set points are used without the other, they calculate probability
differently to accomplish different goals.
When a value is entered in the lower set point, but not the upper set point, the probability
will be calculated for less than or equal to the lower set point. The probability of greater
than the lower set point will also be calculated.
When a value is entered in the upper set point, but not the lower set point, the probability
will be calculated for less than the upper set point. The probability of greater than or equal
to the upper set point will also be calculated.
The use of single set points is summarized in the table below:
To Determine
Probability < set point
Probability <= set point
Probability > set point
Probability >= set point
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Figure 57 - Probability Analysis of a Single Value

To determine the probability between two output values, enter the lower value in the Lower
Set Point box and the upper value in the Upper Set Point box as shown below and click the
Update button. In the example, the probability of the outcome being between 0 and 10 is
59.888%.
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Figure 58 - Probability Analysis of a Range

Data Sheets
When a simulation is run, a new worksheet containing the output values and the input
variable values is created for each simulation run. If you want to delete these worksheets,
select the checkbox. If a data sheet is deleted, no further analysis of the simulation can be
done.

Optimization Pane
Objective Measure
The best objective measure for each iteration is shown. This can be used to see if the
software converged to a solution before ending the optimization process. If the objective
measure is changing by a large amount near the end of the simulation, then it may not
have converged on the optimum solution.
If this happens, run another optimization with more optimization iterations or more time.
Another possible cause of erratic objective values may be not enough simulation iterations
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per optimization loop.
values.

Increase the simulation iterations to get more stable objective

Constraints
The constraints box will show if any constraints have been violated and by how much.
Before accepting the results of the optimization, verify that constraints have not been
violated. If there is a constraint violation, there may not be a feasible solution with the
given constraints. When an equality constraint is present, that is a constraint equal to some
value, a slight deviation may not be significant. Simulation Master provides information
about how much deviation (violation) from the constraint was found in the final solution. In
the example below, the equality constraint was violated by .03643.

Optimum Decision Variable Values
The optimum decision variable values that were found are shown in this box.

Replace Cells with Optimum Value
When the optimization is finished, the decision variable cell values that were present before
optimization will be restored. To replace the cells in the model with their optimum value,
click the Replace Cells with Optimum Value button.

Figure 59 - Simulation Results Form> Optimization Pane
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In the example above, the objective measure is mean. After optimization, the model was
simulated for 25,000 iterations using the optimum decision variable values. It’s important
to understand that the last optimization iteration (25) had a best mean value of 9.41. After
running a full simulation of 25,000 iterations, the mean was 8.43.
This difference in mean values is due to only using 700 iterations while simulating inside the
optimization loop. This difference in iterations along with the random nature of Monte Carlo
simulation is responsible for the discrepancy of mean values.
Increasing optimization iterations and/or simulation iterations while optimizing will tend to
result in more accurate objective values. The accuracy of an optimization must be balanced
with the computational time needed to find an appropriate solution.

Create Report Form
To create a report of the simulation output, click the Create Report button.

Report Title
Enter the title of the report. This will appear at the top of the report.

Chart Title
The chart title will appear on all charts selected for the report. All charts are native Excel
charts and can be edited later.

Bins
There are two types of data bins used for the histogram: continuous and discrete.
Continuous data bins are equally spaced bins based on the range of output and the number
of bins specified. Each data bin represents a bar in the histogram. The number of
continuous bins can be determined automatically or specified directly.
If auto continuous bins is selected, the number of bins will be determined by Scott’s rule. If
specify continuous bins is selected, enter the desired number of histogram bins.
Discrete bins will create a data bin for each unique outcome. This is intended for use with
models that have a limited number of unique outcomes. Selecting discrete bins with a
model that can have numerous outcomes will dramatically slow operation and most likely
result in a useless histogram with most bins having only one instance.

X Axis Labels
The labels on the X axis of each chart can be either horizontal or slanted. Slanted is useful
when each label has a large number of digits that may cause overlap with adjacent labels
when horizontal.

Include in Report
There are three chart types that can be included in a report, a histogram, frequency
polygon, and cumulative frequency.
Once everything has been entered, click the OK button to create the report.
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Figure 60 - Create Report Form

Figure 61 - Simulation Report with Histogram
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Figure 62 - Report with All Charts

Chart Data Bin Information
To create the report charts, data bins and their associated frequencies are used. Data bin
ranges and frequency counts are created using the following algorithm.
User enters number of bins to use (bins).
bin range = (max output value – min output value)/bins
bin 1 = min output value + .5 * bin range
bin i = bin 1 + (i-1) * bin range
For each output value
If output value>= bin i + .5 * bin range AND output valve < bin
i+1 + .5 * bin range then
Frequency i = Frequency i + 1
End if
Next
The bin data label values are the midpoint of each bin interval.
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Manipulation of Simulation Data Sheet
The raw data from the simulation can be manipulated using Excel functionality. Column A
contains identification information that the software uses to find data sheets and should not
be modified. Iteration number is in column B, output in column C, and input variables in
column D and beyond. If there are correlated inputs, variables in the correlation matrix are
populated first with the remaining variables in later columns. Note that only variables on
the same worksheet as the output cell will be included in the simulation data sheet.
If you intend to conduct a probability analysis, create a report later, create a correlation
report or create scatter charts the following conditions must be met for these tools to work
correctly.
1. The data sheet cells must not be moved, including the headings.
2. The column to the right of the data must be blank (column P in Figure 63).
3. The row below the last data row must be blank.

Figure 63 - Simulation Data Sheet
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Chapter 15 – Analyze Existing Simulation
The analyze existing simulation tool is used to conduct additional probability analyses and
create summary reports from an existing simulation data sheet. To use this tool, an
existing simulation data worksheet must be present, and its format must not be altered.
Refer to Chapter 14 for more information about data sheet structure.

Analyze Existing Simulation
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Existing Simulation button

Once the ribbon button is clicked, the Existing Simulation form will appear.

Figure 64 – Existing Simulation Form
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Histogram
Prior to selecting a simulation data sheet, bin information must be entered for the histogram
(if shown) that will appear in the form.
There are two types of data bins used for the histogram on the Simulation Results form:
continuous and discrete. Continuous data bins are equally spaced bins based on the range
of output and the number of bins specified. Each data bin represents a bar in the
histogram. The number of continuous bins can be determined automatically or specified
directly.
If auto continuous bins is selected, the number of bins will be determined by Scott’s rule. If
specify continuous bins is selected, enter the desired number of histogram bins.
Discrete bins will create a data bin for each unique outcome. This is intended for use with
models that have a limited number of unique outcomes. Selecting discrete bins with a
model that can have numerous outcomes will dramatically slow operation and most likely
result in a useless histogram with most bins having only one instance.
If you do not want to display the histogram, select the Do not show histogram button.

Number Format
You can change the formatting of summary statistics and the probability grab bar values.
The two options are decimal form and scientific notation. Scientific notation is often
necessary for extremely large and extremely small numbers.
You can also select the number of decimal places to show. Note that Excel will only display
15 digits. If there are more than 15 digits to the left of the decimal, Excel will display
scientific notation regardless of the setting. If there is a combination of digits to the left and
right of the decimal, digits to the right may be cut-off to 15 total digits.
The number format settings will also be used when creating a report.
If a simulation is already loaded, and the number format settings are changed, reselect the
simulation data sheet to show the change in format.

Select Simulation Data Sheet
When a data sheet is selected, the summary statistics of the data set will appear in the
results box and a histogram (if shown) of the output will also appear.
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Figure 65 – Existing Simulation Form After Selecting Data Sheet

Percentiles
Percentiles are calculated using Excel’s PERCENTILE.INC function.

Probability Grab Bars
The histogram has two bars that can be moved to get a look at the probabilities of various
outcomes. To adjust the bars, click on the red squares and drag to the desired position. An
example with the grab bars adjusted is shown below.
The grab bars and their associated values can be hidden by checking the Hide box.
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probability > right bar

left bar ≤ probability ≤ right bar

probability < left bar

Grab bar output values.

Figure 66 - Grab Bar Adjustment

Probability Analysis
To conduct a probability analysis of the model output falling within a range of values use the
Lower Set Point and Upper Set Point boxes.
To determine the probability above and below a single output value, enter that value in
either the Lower Set Point or Upper Set Point box as shown below and click the Update
button. The lower set point was used in the example shown in Figure 67.
If the lower or upper set points are used without the other, they calculate probability
differently to accomplish different goals.
When a value is entered in the lower set point, but not the upper set point, the probability
will be calculated for less than or equal to the lower set point. The probability of greater
than the lower set point will also be calculated.
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When a value is entered in the upper set point, but not the lower set point, the probability
will be calculated for less than the upper set point. The probability of greater than or equal
to the upper set point will also be calculated.
The use of single set points is summarized in the table below:
To Determine
Probability < set point
Probability <= set point
Probability > set point
Probability >= set point

Set Point to Use
Upper
Lower
Lower
Upper

Figure 67 - Probability Analysis of a Single Value

To determine the probability between two output values, enter the lower value in the Lower
Set Point box and the upper value in the Upper Set Point box as shown below and click the
Update button. In the example shown in Figure 68, the probability of the outcome being
between 0 and 15,000 is 86.28%.
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Figure 68 - Probability Analysis of a Range

Create Report Button
To create a report of the simulation output, click the Create Report button. This will allow
for creation of the same report that was described in Chapter 14 for the simulation results.
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Chapter 16 – Correlation
Correlation Report
A report showing the Pearson and Spearman Rank correlation coefficients for each input
variable and output is created by clicking the Correlation Report button. The correlation
report can also include tornado charts containing the Pearson or Spearman Rank
coefficients.
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Correlation Report button

Once the Correlation Report button is clicked, the Correlation Report form will appear.

Figure 69 - Correlation Report Form
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Select Simulation Data Sheet
Select the simulation data sheet that contains the relevant data. Once a selection is made,
the Select Input Variable(s) drop down box will be populated with the input variables from
the selected data sheet.

Select Input Variables
Select the variables that will be included in the report. Individual variables can be selected,
or all variables can be selected.

View Workbook
The View Workbook button is used to hide the Correlation Report form to inspect the
workbook for checking variable addresses to select the correct variables.

Variables Selected/Data Column
Variables that have been selected will appear in this box. Each variable address and the
column number of the simulation data sheet will be shown. To remove a variable from the
selected list, click on the variable to select and then click the Remove Variable button.
When ready, click the Create button to finish.

Scatter Plots
Scatter plots for each input variable versus output, or input variable versus input variable
can be generated with the scatter plots tool. The user can select only variables of interest
or all variables can be plotted. The plots will appear in a new worksheet.
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Scatter Plots button

Once the Scatter Plots button on the ribbon is clicked, the Scatter Plots form will appear.

Select Input Variables
Select the input variables to be plotted. If all variables will be plotted, use the Select All
option. The selected variables will appear in the list box to the right.

Select Simulation Data Sheet
Select an existing simulation data sheet from the drop-down box. Once a selection is made,
the Select Input Variables drop down box will be populated with the input variables from the
selected data sheet.
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Variables Selected List Box
When the Create Plots button is clicked, all variables in the list box will be plotted. If a
variable must be removed from the list, select the variable to be removed and click the
Remove Variable button.

Plot Options
Input variables can be plotted versus the output or plotted versus other input variables. If
the plot all button is selected, each input variable will be plotted versus output and all other
input variables.

Figure 70 - Scatter Plots Form

Maximum Data Points
Excel 2007 allows a maximum of 32,000 data points per chart. If the simulation being
plotted was run for more than 32,000 iterations, the following message will appear.

Figure 71 - Maximum Data Points Alert

In this case, only the first 32,000 data points will be plotted. Later versions of Excel will not
have this issue.
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Scatter Plots Sheet
Once the Create Plots button is clicked, the scatter plots will be created on a new
worksheet. An example is shown in Figure 72.

Figure 72 - Scatter Plot Sheet
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Chapter 17 – Risk Register
Simulation Master allows you to maintain a risk register in a worksheet for tracking of risks
and issues. The risk register module allows for reporting of the risk register, ranking of
risks, and the creation of a heat map.
In addition, the risk register module allows for initial qualitative risk analysis by specifying
probabilities and impacts.

Risk Register
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Risk Register button

The risk register tool is used to create and maintain a risk register. A risk register is stored
in a protected worksheet. This worksheet serves as a repository for risks. Reports and heat
maps can be generated from the risk register sheet.
The risk register editing form is accessed by the Risk Register button on the ribbon.

Creating a New Risk Register
To create a new risk register, select NEW RISK REGISTER, enter a name, and click the Save
button in the Risk Register pane.
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Figure 73 - Creating a New Risk Register

Important!
You must save the workbook containing the risk register prior to closing it, otherwise all
changes will be lost.

Editing a Risk Register
Select a risk register to edit in the drop-down box. You can also save an existing risk
register as a different copy by using the Save As button. This is useful for creating a
template and making copies for new risk registers.
Once a risk register is selected, the risks and issues in the register are shown in the
Add/Edit Risk list box. If you click on an entry, its fields will appear along with all impacts
associated with it. You can also select an entry by using the ID drop-down box.
The risk register is designed to allow multiple impacts per risk. For example, a risk may
have a financial impact and a schedule impact. These can be treated separately. Because
of this feature, an entry must be created first, and then impacts are added in the Add/Edit
Impact pane.
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Figure 74 - Editing a Risk Register

The software assigns a unique ID number to each entry.
There are two types of entries: risks and issues. A risk is something that could happen with
some probability, while an issue is something that has happened and is ongoing.
Some fields may have a large amount of text. For these fields you can either enter text
directly in the box or click the ^ button to open a larger text box.

Figure 75 - Large Text Box
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These fields can have up to 32,000 characters, except for name which is limited to 200
characters.

Adding or Editing Categories
Prior to adding impacts, categories must be defined.
button. The following form will appear.

Click on the Add/Edit Categories

Figure 76 - Add/Edit Category Form

You can add a category by selecting NEW CATEGORY, entering a name, and clicking the
Save button. An existing category name can be changed by selecting the category, entering
a new name, and clicking the Save button.
To delete a category, select it in the drop-down box and check Delete category. A
replacement category must be selected. Any impact with the deleted category will be
replaced with the replacement category. Click Save when done.

Risk Register Report
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Risk Register Report button

The risk register report is the main way of communicating the risk register to others. There
are many options for controlling what appears in the report.
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Figure 77 - Risk Register Report > Entry Options Page

Entry Options Page
The entry options page controls what entries are included in the report.

Type
The type of entries included in the report can be filtered by risk, issue, or both.

Status
The status of entries can be filtered by open, closed, or both.

Missing Impacts
If risks do not have at least one impact, you can choose whether to include or exclude these
risks.

Categories
Entries can be filtered by their impact categories. Issues may not have impacts, and as a
result, no categories. Unless filtered by status or owner, all issues will be included in the
report.

Owners
Entries can be filtered by their owners.
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Figure 78 - Risk Register Report > Field Options Page

Field Options Page
The field options page controls what data fields are included in the report. By default, all
fields are included. You can control which fields are included by checking the fields you
want.
You can also save the field settings in the risk register by clicking the Save Settings button.
The next time a report is created for this risk register, the fields you saved will be prechecked. You must save the workbook for the settings change to be permanent.

Risk Rank Report
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Risk Rank Report button
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A risk rank report generates risk scores and sorts risks according to the highest risk score.
The report will exclude issues and closed risks.

Figure 79 - Risk Rank Report > Entry Options Page

Entry Options Page
The entry options page controls what entries are included in the report and how the report
is generated.

Multiple Impacts
Each risk can have multiple impacts. For example, a risk might have financial and schedule
impacts. This pane controls how to calculate the risk score for these impacts. One option is
to use the impact with the highest value when calculating risk score. The other option is to
use the average of all impacts for the risk. There can be a large difference between the two
methods.
For risks with a single impact, this has no effect since the single impact is both the
maximum and the average.

Sort
Risks can be sorted by inherent or residual risk scores.
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Owners
Risks can be filtered by their owners.

Figure 80 - Risk Rank Report > Field Options Page

Field Options Page
The field options page controls what data fields are included in the report. By default, all
fields are included. You can control which fields are included by checking the fields you
want.
You can also save the field settings in the risk register by clicking the Save Settings button.
The next time a report is created for this risk register, the fields you saved will be prechecked. You must save the workbook for the settings change to be permanent.
Impact categories and impact descriptions are not included in the report since there could
be multiple impacts.
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Heat Map
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Heat Map button

The heat map tool creates a matrix of risks with color coded cells indicating the risk score of
probability x impact.

Definitions
Prior to running the tool, you need to specify the probabilities, impacts and color coding
levels in a worksheet. For example, to create a 5x5 matrix, you need to specify 5
probability levels in a continuous range of cells and 5 impact levels in a continuous range of
cells. These ranges will be selected in the definitions pane.
It's important that the probability and impact ranges encompass the values in the risk
register. For example, if the maximum impact in the heat map is 5, but an entry in the risk
register has an impact of 7, it will be shown as 5 in the heat map. This understates the
level of risk in the heat map.
To color code risk levels, you also need to specify thresholds of risk scores. Risk score is
defined as probability x impact. Risk scores will be color coded depending on the number of
levels defined.
Depending on the color coding setting, a minimum of 3 or 4 score levels must be selected.
Also, a maximum of 6 or 7 score levels must be selected. Refer to the color coding section
below for more detail on color coding.
Probability and impact levels must be >= 0. In the risk register, impacts can be negative.
When the heat map is generated, any risk with a negative risk score will not be included.
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Figure 81 - Heat Map Form

The selected ranges in a worksheet are shown below.

Figure 82 - Worksheet Containing Levels

Multiple Impacts
Since each risk can have multiple impacts, we need a way to calculate an overall risk score
for each risk. There are two ways to do this: use maximum impact or use average impact.
Maximum impact uses the impact with the highest value to calculate risk score. Average
impact uses the average of all impacts when determining the risk score. Be aware that
there can be a large difference between the two methods.

Scores
Select which scores to include in the heat map. Inherent risk scores are calculated using
inherent probabilities and impacts. These are for risks prior to mitigation efforts.
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Residual risk scores are calculated using residual probabilities and impacts. These are for
risks after mitigation.

Color Coding
There are two ways to color code the heat map cells:
1. Color all cells according to score level thresholds.
2. Gray out all scores that are zero and color code the remaining cells.
An example of each is shown below.

Figure 83 - Color All Cells

Figure 84 – Gray Out Scores That Are Zero
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The colors used depend on the number of score threshold levels used (see Definitions).
When coloring all cells in the matrix:
1st
2nd
3 levels
Green
Yellow
4 levels
Green
Yellow
5 levels
Green
Lt. Green
6 levels
Green
Lt. Green

3rd
Red
Orange
Yellow
Yellow

When graying out risk scores that are zero:
0
1st
2nd
4 levels
Gray
Green
Yellow
5 levels
Gray
Green
Yellow
6 levels
Gray
Green
Lt. Green
7 levels
Gray
Green
Lt. Green

4th

5th

6th

Red
Orange
Orange

Red
Red

Dark Red

3rd
Red
Orange
Yellow
Yellow

4th

5th

6th

Red
Orange
Orange

Red
Red

Dark Red

When graying out risk scores that are zero, the probability, impact, and risk score levels
must contain one cell that is zero.
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Chapter 18 – Utilities
Function Swap
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Function Swap button

Workbooks containing Simulation Master functions can be shared with other people who do
not have Simulation Master installed by using the Function Swap. Simulation Master
functions can be exported to a new worksheet and each cell’s contents can either be
replaced with the current value shown in the cell or a user entered value.
If another user sends back a modified workbook, the functions can be imported back into
the cells. For the import function to work, the function cell locations cannot change or the
cell address in the stored variables worksheet must be updated so that each function is
imported to the correct location.
To properly import/export, a cell formula must begin with a Simulation Master function.
Consider the following examples:
=RVNORMAL(10,1)*5

Will export correctly

=5*RVNORMAL(10,1)

Will not export

A cell’s contents can be enclosed in RVUSERDIST() to allow for import/export regardless of
how the formula is entered.

Radio Buttons
Select either the Import functions or Export functions button.

Import Functions from Stored Variables Worksheet
To import Simulation Master functions to any cell that previously contained a function,
select a stored variables worksheet from the drop-down box and click the OK button.
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Figure 85 - Function Swap Form

Export Functions to Worksheet
To export all Simulation Master functions to a new worksheet, select one of the three
selector buttons. Selecting do not replace function cells will leave the random variable
functions in their original cells. This is typically used to export a back-up of functions. It is
good practice to export all functions to a back-up sheet when the model is complete. If
there is a problem or accidental modification of formulas, they can be restored by importing
the functions.
Replacing functions with their current values will remove the function and replace it with the
current numerical value displayed in the cell.
Replacing function cells with value below will remove the function from each cell and replace
it with the user-entered value.
When finished, click the OK button to complete the export process.

Exporting Functions from Protected Sheets
Functions that are in protected sheets can affect the export process. If there are DTace
decision tree sheets containing Simulation Master functions they are protected but will
export correctly. The following refers to sheets that are protected by you or the workbook
creator.
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Do not replace function cells
Protected sheets do not affect this operation.

Replace functions with their current values
All functions will be exported, but any that are in a protected sheet will not be replaced.

Replace function cells with value below
All functions will be exported, but any that are in a protected sheet will not be replaced.

Spearman Rho
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Special Tools>Spearman Rho button

The Spearman Rho tool calculates the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient for two sets of
data. Each data set is ranked using Excel’s RANK.EQ function. Then the Spearman Rho is
determined by using Excel’s CORREL function using the ranks as input values.

Data Range 1
Select or enter the cell range for the first data set. The cell range must contain data only,
and not contain calculated values.

Data Range 2
Select or enter the cell range for the second data set. The cell range must contain data
only, and not contain calculated values.

Calculate Button
When both data sets have been selected, click the Calculate button.
correlation coefficient value will appear in the form.

The Spearman Rho

Paste Results Button
The calculated value of the correlation coefficient can be pasted to a worksheet using this
button.
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Figure 86 - Spearman Rho Form

Box Plot Tool
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Special Tools>Box Plot button

The box plot tool generates a box and whisker plot of output for one or more simulations.
This is a useful way to visualize the spread of output quartiles, and to compare simulations
in one plot.
The box is the range from the first quartile to the third quartile. The line through the box is
the median value. The whisker lines extend to the minimum and maximum values.
Click the Box Plot button on the ribbon to open the Box Plot form.
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Figure 87 - Box Plot Form

Add Simulation
Select a simulation to include in the plot. Once selected, it will appear in the Simulations
to Include list box. Only simulations in the current workbook will be in the drop-down box.
If you have a simulation data sheet in another workbook, use Excel’s move or copy tool. To
add a copy of the simulation data sheet to the current workbook, right click on the sheet’s
tab, and select “Move or copy…”.

Figure 88 - Opening the Move or Copy Tool
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Then choose the workbook to move or copy the simulation data sheet to.

Fill Color
Select a fill color for the boxes. There are six colors available. After the box plot has been
created, you can also change fill color using Excel’s formatting tools.

Removing a Simulation
If you want to remove a simulation from the list box, click on the simulation, then click the
Remove Sim button.

Example Box Plot
An example box plot of two simulations is shown below. Each box is labeled with the sheet
name of the simulation data sheets. Data for minimum, maximum and quartiles are shown
next to the plot.

Figure 89 - Example Box Plot
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Scaling the Vertical Axis
If all values in the box plot are positive, you can change the vertical axis scale using Excel’s
format axis settings. Right click on the vertical axis and select “Format Axis…”. Then
change minimum and maximum as needed.
If there are negative values present, things are a little more complicated. To generate a
box plot with negative values, the plot elements are tied to the hidden secondary vertical
axis while the primary axis displays the correct values. Both axes must be scaled by the
same amount to show the correct scale.
For example, let’s say we want to change the maximum axis value of the box plot in Figure
89 to 300,000. First, set the maximum of the primary axis to 300,000. Since the axis
maximum was decreased by 50,000, we need to decrease the maximum of the secondary
axis by 50,000.
Likewise, any increase/decrease of the primary axis minimum value must also be changed
by the same amount on the secondary axis.

Integration Tool
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Special Tools>Integration button

The integration tool estimates the value of definite integrals up to four dimensions
(quadruple integrals). The method used is the so-called basic or ordinary method.

Model Set-Up
Prior to using the integration tool, the function must be set-up in a worksheet. Consider the
triple integral:
𝜋

2

2

∫ ∫ ∫ 𝑥𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑧) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑧
0

1

0

To model this, we use uniformly distributed random variables over the bounds for each x, y,
and z variable. Then the function is evaluated in a cell. The integral is set-up in the
worksheet below.
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Figure 90 - Integral Set-Up

Now, the integration tool can be run. Click the Integration button on the ribbon. The
following form will appear.

Figure 91 - Integration Tool Form

Function Cell
Select or enter the cell where the function is evaluated. In the example, it is B6.

Iterations
Enter the number of simulation iterations to run.
precise result.

More iterations will result in a more
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Integral Parameters
Select the dimension of the integral. In the example, it is a triple integral. Then enter the
bounds for each variable.
When everything is entered, click the Run button to start the simulation. After the
simulation is complete, the estimated value and error will appear in the result box.

Figure 92 - Result After Simulation

Paste Results
The estimate and error can be pasted to cells in the workbook to save the result.

Simulation Data
If you do not want to save the simulation data, check the box to delete it when the form is
closed. If you do keep the data, it can be further analyzed directly in the data sheet or by
using the Analyze Existing Simulation tool.

Error
Error [1] is the standard deviation of the estimate and is determined by:

𝜎2
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝜎𝐼 = √
𝑛
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Where:

σI is the standard deviation of the integral estimate.
σ2 is the variance of the simulation data.
n is the number of simulation iterations.

[1] Ross, S., Introduction to Probability Models, 7th Ed., Academic Press, 2007, page 720.

VaR | Expected Shortfall Tool
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Special Tools>VaR | Expected Shortfall button

The VaR | Expected Shortfall tool easily calculates these measures for a previously run
simulation. It is assumed that the simulation model is based on portfolio gains/losses. In
other words, the outcomes simulated are gains/losses.
When this tool is run, the following form will appear.

Figure 93 - VaR | Expected Shortfall Form
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Select Simulation
Select the simulation data sheet that you want to calculate.

Confidence Level
The confidence level determines the VaR threshold described later.

Clicking the Run button will start the calculation, and the results will appear in the box.

Figure 94 - Results

Report
A report of the results can be created in a new worksheet.

Calculation Details
Value at Risk
The first step is to find value at risk (VaR). The VaR threshold is determined by the
percentile of 100 – confidence level. In the example, we used a 95% confidence level. So
VaR is determined at the 100 – 95 = 5th percentile of the simulation outcomes.

Maximum Loss
The maximum loss is simply the smallest outcome in the simulation. When combined with
VaR, minimum outcome defines the range of possible outcomes that are past the VaR
threshold.
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Expected Shortfall
Expected shortfall is the expected value of all outcomes below the VaR threshold. That is,
given that loss has exceeded VaR, expected shortfall is the expected value of the loss.
Expected shortfall = mean of outcomes to the left of VaR threshold.

Sign Convention
When reporting results, Simulation Master uses the convention that a positive value is a
loss, and a negative value is a gain.

VALUEATRISK & EXPSHORTFALL Functions
Instead of using the VaR | Expected Shortfall tool, you can calculate them directly in a
worksheet using the VALUEATRISK() and EXPSHORTFALL() functions.
For more
information, refer to Appendix G.

Color Inputs
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Color Inputs button

Random variable and decision variable cells can be shaded for easy identification in the
model. Clicking the Color Inputs button will open the Color Inputs form.
Select a color for each variable type and click OK. Variable cells on the active worksheet
will be shaded.

Figure 95 - Color Inputs Form
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Clear Color Inputs
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Clear Color Inputs button

Clicking the Clear Color Inputs button will remove color shading from any cell containing a
random or decision variable function.

Sensitivity (OFAT) Analysis
Prior to running a simulation, it is sometimes necessary to limit random variables in a model
to only the most important drivers of the model output. This is especially true with large
models that are computationally intensive.
Simulation Master comes with a sensitivity analysis tool that performs a static, one factor at
a time (OFAT) sensitivity analysis of input variables to determine the variables that have the
largest impact on model output.
While a one at a time sensitivity analysis does not account for input variable interactions
(such as an increase in price may cause a decrease in demand), it is still a powerful tool to
focus on the most important factors in a model. For example, if a variable has a high
impact on outcome, this information can be used to investigate the variable further to
provide more model fidelity.
Further investigation might include experimentation to learn more about the underlying
probability distribution, consulting with experts, or customer queries to name a few ways of
providing better input to the model.
In the example analysis shown later in this chapter, the model output is most sensitive to
variations in revenue. Therefore, revenue would be a suitable candidate for simulating as a
random variable. Other variables may also be good candidates for random variables, but
revenue is the most important to model outcome variation.
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Analysis Algorithm
The following is how Simulation Master performs the analysis.
Enter base case value in each variable’s model cell.
Record output cell value in column G of analysis worksheet.
For each variable:
Enter minimum variable value in variable’s model cell.
All other variables at base case value.
Record output cell value in column H of analysis worksheet.
For each variable:
Enter maximum variable value in variable’s model cell.
All other variables at base case value.
Record output cell value in column I of analysis worksheet.
Enter base case value in each variable’s model cell.
After analysis is complete, each variable’s model cell will contain the base case value.

Performing a Sensitivity Analysis
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>OFAT Analysis button

Once the ribbon button is clicked, the Sensitivity Analysis form will appear.
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Figure 96 - OFAT Sensitivity Analysis Form

Analysis Worksheet
Select the analysis worksheet. If this is a new analysis, select new worksheet. If an
existing sensitivity analysis worksheet is selected, its data table must not be moved from its
original location or an error will result. Figure 96 shows an existing analysis worksheet
selected with variables already added.

Output Cell
Select the cell where the output of the model is calculated.

Calculation
If automatic calculation is turned off, the option to only calculate the worksheet containing
the output cell is available. When using this option, only the worksheet containing the
output cell will be calculated.

Variables
The variables box shows the name and cell address of all variables currently in the analysis
worksheet.
To add a variable, click the Add Variable button and the Add Variable form will appear.
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Figure 97 - Add Variable Form

Enter the variable name that will be used on the analysis worksheet. Select the variable cell
in the model. Enter the base case, minimum and maximum values and click the Save
button.
To edit a variable, click on the variable in the box and then click the Edit Variable button.

Figure 98 - Edit Variable Form
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Change any values that you need to edit and click the Save button.
To delete a variable, click on the variable in the box and then click the Delete Variable
button. Note that the variable is only deleted from the analysis worksheet, not the model.

View Workbook Button
Clicking on the View Workbook button will hide the Sensitivity Analysis form to look through
the workbook to check for variables to add, etc. A small form will appear while in view
workbook mode. Click the Return button to go back to the Sensitivity Analysis form.

Start Button
Once everything is ready, click the Start button to perform the analysis. When the analysis
is complete, the analysis worksheet will be populated with the sensitivity data and a tornado
chart to summarize the results. Note that if an existing analysis worksheet was used, the
existing chart will be replaced.
When the analysis is complete each variable’s cell in the model will contain the base case
value.

Figure 99 - Sensitivity Analysis Worksheet

Columns D through F contain the variable range data that was entered when the variable
was added. Column G is the output value when all variables are at their base case value,
hence every value in this column is the same.
Column H is the output value when the variable is set at its minimum value while all other
variables are set at the base case value.
Column I is the output value when the variable is set at its maximum value while all other
variables are set at the base case value.
The tornado chart shows that Revenue 4 has the greatest impact on the model output, with
Revenue 5 having the second most impact. This implies that greater effort in accurately
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determining the probability distribution and its parameters should applied to the variables
that have the greatest impact on model outcome.
Note in the tornado chart that the red bars are maximum values for each variable. In the
case of revenue, a maximum revenue will increase model output (net present value of the
project) so the red bars are on the right. In the case of expenses, a maximum expense
value will decrease model output so the red bars are on the left.

Update Links
Ribbon>Simulation Master tab>Update Links button

When a Simulation Master function is entered in a workbook, Excel creates a link between
the workbook and the Simulation Master add-in on the current machine. When the
workbook is opened on another machine, you may get a message that links could not be
updated.

Figure 100 - Links Warning Message

Click the Don’t Update button to close the message. Then click the Update Links button on
the Simulation Master ribbon. This utility will update the link to the current machine.
The following conditions must be met for update links to work properly:
• Do not break the links using the Edit Links tool in the Excel ribbon.
• Do not rename the Simulation Master add-in file.
Its name
"Simulation_Master.xlam".
• Protected sheets may affect the update (see below).

should

be
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Protected Sheets
The presence of protected sheets will affect the update process depending on the situation:

Protected Sheet Active
If a protected sheet is active when the Update Links button is clicked, you will get an error
message and the links will not be updated.

Unprotected Sheet Active, First Function Entered in Unprotected Sheet
If an unprotected sheet is active when the Update Links button is clicked, the functions in
unprotected sheets will be updated if the first function entered in the workbook is in an
unprotected sheet. Any functions in protected sheets will not be updated.

Unprotected Sheet Active, First Function Entered in Protected Sheet
If an unprotected sheet is active when the Update Links button is clicked, and the first
function entered in the workbook is in a protected sheet, all functions will not update. The
sheet containing the first function must be unprotected prior to updating links.

DTace Decision Tree Sheets
If the workbook contains a DTace decision tree, the tree sheet will be protected. In this
case the tree sheet will be unprotected while updating links and then re-protected when
done.

Sharing with Other Users
If you are sharing a workbook containing Simulation Master functions with a user who does
not have Simulation Master installed, use the function swap utility to replace Simulation
Master function cells with something else.
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Appendix A – Specifications & Modeling Tips
Specifications
Pseudo-random number generation: Excel RAND function or multiplicative congruential
generator algorithm (MCG).
RAND interval: Excel RAND generates a number on the interval [0,1). However, some
distribution functions will generate an error if random number is 0. In these cases, interval
is (0,1]. Refer to Appendix C for distributions that use this interval.
MCG interval: (0,1)
MCG seed values: 0 < seed <= 231-2
Maximum iterations per simulation: 1,048,574
Maximum iterations per optimization loop: 65,000
Maximum number of input variables on worksheet containing output cell: 16,380
Maximum number of scatter plot data points: 32,000 for Excel 2007, 1,048,574 for Excel
2010 and later.
Simulation time: Limited by processor speed, random number generator selection, and
model complexity. Simulations with correlated inputs will take longer than those with only
independent inputs.

Modeling Tips
Simulation Input Variables
Recording Input Variable Values on Simulation Data Sheet
To record input variable values during simulation, the input variable must be in the same
worksheet as the output variable cell. Input cells may be on a different worksheet, but they
will not be recorded on the output data worksheet. If you are planning on using the data
sheet for further data manipulation, put all necessary input variable cells on the same
worksheet as the output cell.
To record input variable values, the software scans the worksheet containing the output cell
and looks for functions that begin with “RV”. If the formula containing an “RV” function
does not begin with the function, it will not be scanned, and the values not recorded. For
example:
=RVNORMAL(10,1) will be scanned correctly.
=C5*RVNORMAL(10,1)/A3 will not be recognized as an input variable when
scanning.
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=RVNORMAL(10,1)*C5/A3 will be scanned correctly.
In the second example, if the formula cannot be arranged so that the formula begins with
the RV function, place the RV function in its own cell and perform the math operations in a
separate cell.
Another way to record inputs is to place the cell formula in the user distribution function.
The following is an example:
=RVUSERDIST(C5*RVNORMAL(10,1)/A3) will be scanned correctly
Importing/Exporting with Function Swap
To properly import/export, a cell formula must begin with a Simulation Master function.
Consider the following examples:
=RVNORMAL(10,1)*5 will export correctly
=5*RVNORMAL(10,1) will not export and therefore cannot be imported
A cell’s contents can be enclosed in RVUSERDIST() to allow for import/export regardless of
how the formula is entered.
Color Inputs Function
As described in the previous section, all formulas containing a random variable function
must begin with the RV function for the color inputs function to work.
Correlated Input Variables
If using a correlation matrix, all correlated input variables must be on the same worksheet
as the output variable cell. If using copulas, the functions can be on different worksheets.
User Defined Distributions
The formula inside RVUSERDIST must evaluate to a numeric value. If a Boolean result is
desired, use a numeric coding scheme such as 0 = FALSE and 1 = TRUE.
Spreadsheet Calculation
When Excel’s automatic calculation is turned on, all random variable functions in any
worksheet will recalculate.
To improve simulation speed, it’s advisable to turn off automatic calculation.
If input variable cells are on a different worksheet than the output cell, select calculate all
workbooks prior to running the simulation.
Large Worksheets
When simulation is started, the application will scan the used cells range in the model
worksheet to find any random variables. If the used cell range is large (~>1,000,000 cells)
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there may be a long lag before the simulation starts. To prevent this lag, either remove
items that are not part of the model or move the input variables and output cell to a new
worksheet. You may need to close Excel and reopen the model workbook to make it work
when items are removed from the model worksheet.

Output Cell
The output cell must contain a numeric value. A non-numeric value, such as a Boolean will
cause an error. If the output is non-numeric, replace output value with a coded numeric
value. For example, replace a Boolean output with 0 = false and 1 = true.

Sensitivity Analysis Input Variables
All variables must be in the same workbook for the OFAT sensitivity analysis.

Decision Variable Location
Decision variables must be in the same worksheet as the model output cell.

Optimization Decision Variables
To improve optimization efficiency, keep minimum and maximums as close to realistic
values as possible. For example, if a decision variable corresponds to the length, the
minimum should at least be zero since we cannot have a negative length. The maximum
should be set at a value that would be a realistic value.
Keeping the decision variable limits within reasonable bounds limits the search space which
allows the software a better chance to find an optimal solution or takes fewer optimization
iterations to find an optimal solution.

Optimization: Equality vs. Inequality Constraints
When using constraints during optimization, using inequality constraints are more efficient
than equality constraints. If possible, it is preferable to use an inequality constraint than an
equality constraint.
For example, if there is a constraint that the 5 th percentile of the simulation must be 0 we
could use an equality constraint with the 5 th percentile equal to 0. If we can live with the 5 th
percentile greater than 0, a better approach would be to use an inequality constraint with
the 5th percentile greater than or equal to 0.

Cell Constraints and Constraint Values Referenced to Cells
Cell constraint and any constraint value referenced to a cell must be in the same worksheet
as the model output cell.
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Protected Workbooks
Some Simulation Master operations create new worksheets such as simulation data sheets,
reports, and temporary calculation sheets. When a workbook is protected, new sheets
cannot be added. For some operations, the software will check if the workbook is protected,
and if protected will show the following message.

Figure 101 - Protected Workbook Message

The following operations are not available in protected workbooks:
• Fit distribution
• Fit copula
• Run simulation
• Analyze existing simulation
• Scatter plots
• Creating a new risk register
• Function swap
• Spearman Rho
• Integration
• OFAT analysis
The following operations have restrictions in protected workbooks:
• Time series fit report: Can only create report in new workbook.
• Time series analysis: Can only create report in new workbook.
• Correlation report: Can only create report in new workbook.
• Risk register report: Can only create report in new workbook.
• Risk rank report: Can only create report in new workbook.
• Heat map: Can only create heat map in new workbook.
• Box plot report: Can only create report in new workbook.
• VaR | Expected Shortfall report: Can only create report in new workbook.
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Protected Sheets
Some operations alter worksheet cells, and as a result, the sheet cannot be protected.
The following operations cannot be done in a protected sheet:
• Fit distribution > Write to cell
• Fit copula > Write to cell
• Fit time series > Write to cells
• Adding Simulation Master worksheet functions.
• Simulation with rank order correlation when the sheet containing the output cell is
protected.
• Simulation with optimization.
• Adding a correlation matrix
• Matrix check > Paste results
• Function swap > Import
• Function swap > Exporting while replacing cell values.
• Spearman Rho > Paste result
• Integration > Paste result
• Color inputs
• Clear color inputs
• OFAT analysis
The update links tool operation is affected by protected sheets. Refer to Chapter 18, update
links section for more information.
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Appendix B – Troubleshooting
Input variable values do not appear in simulation data sheet
For input values to appear on simulation data sheet, they must be located on the same
worksheet as the output cell. Input cells can be located elsewhere in the workbook, but if
the input variable data needs to be recorded during the simulation, the input variable must
be on the same sheet as the output cell.

Cannot repeat random variable sequence
Due to variations in Excel’s calculation sequence, it cannot be guaranteed that two
simulations with the same seed value will result in the same results. To maximize
repeatability, follow these guidelines:
• Disable multi-threaded calculation.
This setting can be turned off in
File>Options>Advanced.
• If the model is contained in one worksheet, do not add any cells that will require
calculation after the first simulation has been run. Select calculate model sheet only.
• If the model is contained in several worksheets, or workbooks, do not add any cells
that will require calculation anywhere in the workbook after the first simulation.
• Do not have extra workbooks open that are not related to the model if calculate all
workbooks is selected.
• Turn off auto-calculation.

Error at start of simulation
Possible causes:
• Output cell has a non-numeric value.
• One or more RV functions were disabled by placing an apostrophe in front of the
function.
• One or more RV functions have errors.

Error during simulation, check output value
If the output cell can assume a non-numeric value, an error will result.

Error after simulation
If extremely large output values (positive or negative) on the order of 10300, and a large
number of iterations will result in an out of range error when calculating mean output value.
Large output values can also result in an out of range error when calculating variance. If
this occurs, try scaling down input variables to reduce output values closer to 0.

When adding a correlation matrix, one or more random variables do not
appear
All random variables that will be in the correlation matrix must be on the same worksheet
as the output cell.
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All random variable formulas must begin with the RV function or placed inside the
RVUSERDIST function. Refer to Modeling Tips in Appendix A.

Simulation and Correlation Matrix forms are slow to open
When these forms open, all used cells in the active worksheet are scanned for RV functions.
For very large worksheets this can cause a noticeable lag.

Error generating histogram on Fitting Results, Simulation Results or
Analyze Existing Simulation forms
Possible causes:
• Workbook has not been saved.
• Workbook is located on a network server, and server connection lost.

Spearman Rho tool error
Make sure all data range cells contain only numeric data.
cause an error.

Cells containing formulas will

Error when using update links tool
If Simulation Master functions are in one or more protected sheets, an error may result.
Refer to Chapter 18 for more information on protected sheets.

Overflow error when adding a time series
If the time series parameters result in a non-stationary time series, and a large number of
time indexes are used, the time series values can grow beyond the numerical limits of
Excel.

Probability analysis doesn’t match grab bar probability
To present results in a coherent manner, output statistics are rounded to five decimal
places. Likewise, when output values are less than |1,000,000| grab bar values are
rounded to four decimal places. For output values greater than |1,000,000|, grab bar
values are rounded to zero decimal places.
Generally, this rounding has no effect on the difference in probabilities calculated for the
probability analysis tool and the grab bars. However, when dealing with small numbers this
rounding effect is apparent. Consider the example below where there is a small difference
between minimum and maximum output.
If we move the left grab bar it lands on an output value of 3.9987 and a probability less
than this value of 1.41%. If we enter 3.9987 in the upper set point box, we get a
probability of 1.65%.
It should also be noted that we could move the left grab bar slightly and the value may still
be at 3.9987 (due to rounding) but have a different probability. This is because all
probabilities are calculated without rounding, then the grab bar value is rounded before
displaying the value.
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The probability analysis was calculated (without rounding) to exactly 3.9987 and is the
probability if the value was 3.9987 without rounding.
To summarize our example, the actual grab bar value is 3.998661607 which rounds to
3.9987. The 1.41% probability is for the actual value. However, since we entered 3.9987
in the probability analysis, the probability for this value is 1.65%.
If we were to enter 3.998661607 in the probability analysis tool, we would get a probability
of 1.41% which agrees with the grab bar. The grab bars are a visual tool for probability. If
you need precision to more decimal places, use the probability analysis tool where there is
no rounding.

Figure 102 - Difference Between Probability Analysis and Grab Bar Probability
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Appendix C – Continuous Distribution
Functions
This appendix lists the Simulation Master functions used to generate random variables with
continuous underlying probability distributions.
These functions are added using the
Random Variable button on the ribbon or by typing them directly into cells.
All continuous distributions, except the uniform distribution, can be truncated. The optional
parameters, mintrunc and maxtrunc specify the left and right truncation points respectively.
To specify a one-sided truncation the side that is not truncated must have a blank
truncation parameter. Refer to the following examples of a triangular distribution with a
minimum of 10, most likely of 20, and maximum of 30. The truncation points are 15 on the
left and 25 on the right.
No Truncation: RVTRIANGULAR(10,20,30)
Both Side Truncation: RVTRIANGULAR(10,20,30,15,25)
Left Truncation: RVTRIANGULAR(10,20,30,15,)
Right Truncation: RVTRIANGULAR(10,20,30,,25)
When using decimal comma, replace the “,” separating arguments with “;”.
There are two random variable functions for each distribution, regular and copula marginal.
The regular random variable function is used for typical models. The random number is
generated internally using Simulation Master’s random number generator. Regular random
variable functions begin with RV.
The copula marginal functions are used in conjunction with a copula. These functions get
their random number from a copula. In other words, the random number input is an output
from a copula. Copula marginal functions begin with RVC.
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Triangular Distribution
The triangular distribution is a general-purpose distribution generally used when there is not
a well-known underlying probability distribution. The parameters are minimum value,
maximum value, and a most likely value to define the random variable.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range

RVTRIANGULAR(minimum, most likely,
maximum, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
minimum
real number
most likely
real number
maximum
real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range
Input parameter 6 (optional)
Parameter 6 valid range

RVCTRIANGULAR(rn, minimum, most likely,
maximum, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
minimum
real number
most likely
real number
maximum
real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number
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Trapezoidal Distribution
The trapezoidal distribution is a more general version of the triangular distribution and
uniform distribution (the triangular and uniform distributions are special cases of the
trapezoidal distribution). The parameters minimum, maximum, and two likely values are
used to define the random variable. There is an equal probability of occurrence for each
value between the two likely values.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range
Input parameter 6 (optional)
Parameter 6 valid range

RVTRAPEZOIDAL(minimum, likely1, likely2,
maximum, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
minimum
real number
likely 1
real number
likely 2
real number
maximum
real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5
Parameter 5 valid range
Input parameter 6 (optional)
Parameter 6 valid range
Input parameter 7 (optional)
Parameter 7 valid range

RVCTRAPEZOIDAL(rn, minimum, likely1,
likely2, maximum, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
minimum
real number
likely 1
real number
likely 2
real number
maximum
real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number
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Uniform Distribution
A uniform random variable has an equal probability of occurrence over all outcomes from
the lower limit to the upper limit. The lower limit parameter is the smallest outcome value.
The upper limit parameter is the largest outcome value.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

RVUNIFORM(lower limit, upper limit)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
minimum
real number
maximum
real number

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range

RVCUNIFORM(rn, lower limit, upper limit)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
minimum
real number
maximum
real number

Normal Distribution
A normal random variable has the parameters mean and standard deviation.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVNORMAL(mean, standard deviation,
mintrunc, maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number range [1]
(0,1]
Random variable generation method
Excel NORMINV for Excel 2007
Excel NORM.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Input parameter 1
mean
Parameter 1 valid range
real number
Input parameter 2
standard deviation
Parameter 2 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 3 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 3 valid Range
real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.
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Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVCNORMAL(rn, mean, standard deviation,
mintrunc, maxtrunc)
Random variable generation method
Excel NORMINV for Excel 2007
Excel NORM.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Input parameter 1
Copula output
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
(0,1]
Input parameter 2
mean
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
standard deviation
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid Range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.

Lognormal Distribution
A lognormal variable has the parameters mean and standard deviation.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVLOGNORMAL(mean, standard deviation,
mintrunc, maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number range [1]
(0,1]
Random variable generation method
Excel LOGINV for Excel 2007
Excel LOGNORM.INV for Excel 2010 and
later
Input parameter 1
mean
Parameter 1 valid range
real number
Input parameter 2
standard deviation
Parameter 2 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 3 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 3 valid range
real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.
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Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVLOGNORMAL(rn, mean, standard
deviation, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
Random variable generation method
Excel LOGINV for Excel 2007
Excel LOGNORM.INV for Excel 2010 and
later
Input parameter 1
Copula output
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
(0,1]
Input parameter 2
mean
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
standard deviation
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.

Exponential Distribution
An exponential random variable can be interpreted at the time between events in a Poisson
process. It also can be interpreted as the lifetime of an item that does not age. The
parameter lambda is the rate parameter.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2 (optional)
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range

RVEXPONENTIAL(lambda, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
lambda
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number
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Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVCEXPONENTIAL(rn, lambda, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
lambda
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number

Weibull Distribution
The parameter alpha is the shape factor and the parameter beta is the scale factor.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number range
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVWEIBULL(alpha, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
alpha
positive real number
beta
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number
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Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range

RVCWEIBULL(rn, alpha, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
alpha
positive real number
beta
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number

Beta Distribution
The parameters alpha and beta are shape factors.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number range [1]
Random variable generation method[1]

RVBETA(alpha, beta, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
(0,1]
Excel BETAINV for Excel 2007
Excel BETA.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Input parameter 1
alpha
Parameter 1 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 2
beta
Parameter 2 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 3 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 3 valid range
real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

RVCBETA(rn,alpha, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Excel BETAINV for Excel 2007
Excel BETA.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Copula output
(0,1]
alpha
positive real number
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Input parameter 3
beta
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.

PERT Distribution
The parameters define the minimum value, most likely value, and maximum value.
PERT distribution is a transformed Beta distribution.

The

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVPERT(minimum, mostlikely, maximum,
mintrunc, maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number range [1]
(0,1]
Random variable generation method
Excel BETAINV for Excel 2007
Excel BETA.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Input parameter 1
minimum
Parameter 1 valid range
real number
Input parameter 2 [2]
mostlikely
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
maximum
Parameter 3 valid range
real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.
[2] When most likely case is exactly half way between minimum and maximum, an error
will result. To avoid error, .0000000001 is added to most likely value.

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 [2]
Parameter 3 valid range

RVCPERT(rn, minimum, mostlikely,
maximum, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
Excel BETAINV for Excel 2007
Excel BETA.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Copula output
(0,1]
minimum
real number
mostlikely
real number
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Input parameter 4
maximum
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
Input parameter 6 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 6 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with Excel function.
[2] When most likely case is exactly halfway between minimum and maximum, an error will
result. To avoid error, .0000000001 is added to most likely value.

Gamma Distribution
The alpha parameter is the shape factor and the beta parameter is the scale factor.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVGAMMA(alpha, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Excel GAMMAINV for Excel 2007
Excel GAMMA.INV for Excel 2010 and later
alpha
positive real number
beta
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range

RVCGAMMA(rn, alpha, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Excel GAMMAINV for Excel 2007
Excel GAMMA.INV for Excel 2010 and later
Copula output
[0,1)
alpha
positive real number
beta
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number
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Pareto Distribution
The xm parameter is the scale factor and the alpha parameter is the shape factor.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVPARETO(xm, alpha, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
xm
positive real number
alpha
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range

RVCPARETO(rn, xm, alpha, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
xm
positive real number
alpha
positive real number
minimum truncation point
real number
maximum truncation point
real number
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Logistic Distribution
The mean parameter is the mean of the distribution and the s parameter is the scale factor.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RVLOGISTIC(mean, s, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number interval [1]
(0,1)
Random variable generation method
Inverse transform
Input parameter 1
mean
Parameter 1 valid range
real number
Input parameter 2
s
Parameter 2 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 3 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 3 valid range
real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with the inverse cumulative function.

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVCLOGISTIC(rn, mean, s, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Random variable generation method
Inverse transform
Input parameter 1
Copula output
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
(0,1)
Input parameter 2
mean
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
s
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with the inverse cumulative function.
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Extreme Value Maximum Distribution
The mode parameter is the mode (location) of the distribution and the beta parameter is the
scale factor. This is the Gumbel distribution for maximum extreme values. Its cumulative
distribution function is given by:

F(x) = 𝑒 −𝑒

−(𝑥−𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒)/𝛽

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVEXTVALMAX(mode, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number interval [1]
(0,1)
Random variable generation method
Inverse transform
Input parameter 1
mode
Parameter 1 valid range
real number
Input parameter 2
beta
Parameter 2 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 3 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 3 valid range
real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with the inverse cumulative function.

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVCEXTVALMAX(rn, mode, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Random variable generation method
Inverse transform
Input parameter 1
Copula output
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
(0,1)
Input parameter 2
mode
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
beta
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with the inverse cumulative function.
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Extreme Value Minimum Distribution
The mode parameter is the mode (location) of the distribution and the beta parameter is the
scale factor. This is the Gumbel distribution for minimum extreme values. Its cumulative
distribution function is given by:

F(x) =

1 − 𝑒 −𝑒

(𝑥−𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒)/𝛽

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVEXTVALMIN(mode, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number interval [1]
(0,1)
Random variable generation method
Inverse transform
Input parameter 2
mode
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
beta
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with the inverse cumulative function.

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVCEXTVALMIN(rn, mode, beta, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Random variable generation method
Inverse transform
Input parameter 1
Copula output
Parameter 1 valid range [1]
(0,1)
Input parameter 2
mode
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
beta
Parameter 3 valid range
positive real number
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
real number
[1] Lower bound set to non-zero value to avoid error with the inverse cumulative function.
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Appendix D – Discrete Distribution Functions
This appendix lists the Simulation Master functions used to generate random variables with
discrete underlying probability distributions. These functions are added using the Random
Variable button on the ribbon or by typing them directly into cells.
The following discrete distributions can be truncated:
• Binomial
• Negative Binomial
• Geometric
• Poisson
The optional parameters, mintrunc and maxtrunc specify the left and right truncation points
respectively. To specify a one-sided truncation the side that is not truncated must have a
blank truncation parameter. Refer to the following examples of a binomial distribution with
100 trials and a success probability of .25. The truncation points are 15 on the left and 35
on the right.
No Truncation: RVBINOMIAL(100,.25)
Both Side Truncation: RVBINOMIAL(100,.25,15,35)
Left Truncation: RVBINOMIAL(100,.25,15,)
Right Truncation: RVBINOMIAL(100,.25,,35)
When using decimal comma, replace the “,” separating arguments with “;”.
There are two random variable functions for each distribution, regular and copula marginal.
The regular random variable function is used for typical models. The random number is
generated internally using Simulation Master’s random number generator. Regular random
variable functions begin with RV.
The copula marginal functions are used in conjunction with a copula. These functions get
their random number from a copula. In other words, the random number input is an output
from a copula. Copula marginal functions begin with RVC.
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Bernoulli Distribution
A Bernoulli random variable is a single success/fail trial. This is a special case of the
binomial distribution where n = 1. The parameter for this distribution is p, the probability of
success. This function will return 1 for true and 0 for false.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range

RVBERNOULLI(p)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
p
0<p<1

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

RVCBERNOULLI(rn, p)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
p
0<p<1

Categorical Distribution
A categorical random variable can take on up to one of 10 categories. This distribution is
useful if it is necessary to sample more than 2 possibilities (the Bernoulli could be used for 2
possibilities). This function will allow up to 10 categories. Each category can have different
probabilities, but all probabilities must sum to 1.
The parameters for this distribution are p1 through p10, the probability of success for each
category. This function will return an integer 1 through 10 for any category with a non-zero
probability. The returned integer will correspond to the order of the probability argument.
For example, if p3 has a probability of 0.4 and p8 has a probability of 0.6, the function will
return values of 3 and 8 according to their probabilities.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1 through 10
Parameter 1 through 10 valid range [1]
[1] Sum of p1 through p10 must = 1.

RVCATEGORICAL(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6,
p7, p8, p9, p10)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
p1 through p10
0 < pj < 1
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Copula Margin Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2 through 11
Parameter 2 through 11 valid range [1]
[1] Sum of p1 through p10 must = 1.

RVCCATEGORICAL(rn, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5,
p6, p7, p8, p9, p10)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
p1 through p10
0 < pj < 1

Discrete Uniform Distribution
A discrete uniform random variable is each outcome has an equal probability of occurrence.
The min parameter is the minimum outcome value. The max parameter is the maximum
outcome value. The n parameter is the number of possible outcomes. Each outcome will
be equally spaced between min and max.
As n becomes very large, simulation speed may slow down dramatically depending on the
computer resources available.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range

RVDISCRETEUNI(min, max, n)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
min
real number
max
real number
n
integer >= 2

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range

RVCDISCRETEUNI(rn, min, max, n)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
min
real number
max
real number
n
integer >= 2
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Binomial Distribution
A binomial random variable is the number of successes in n trials with p being the
probability of success for each trial.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVBINOMIAL(n, p, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
n
integer > 0
p
0<p<1
minimum truncation point
1 <= integer < n
maximum truncation point
1 <= integer <= n

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5 (optional)
Parameter 5 valid range

RVCBINOMIAL(rn, n, p, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
n
integer > 0
p
0<p<1
minimum truncation point
1 <= integer < n
maximum truncation point
1 <= integer <= n

Negative Binomial Distribution
A negative binomial random variable, as defined in Simulation Master, is the number of
Bernoulli trials to achieve n successes. Parameter p is the probability of success for each
Bernoulli trial.
Note that the negative binomial distribution is supported with a minimum value of n which
would be the case where there are no failures. Another variation of the negative binomial
distribution can be interpreted as the number of failures before n successes. In this case
the minimum value would be zero. If this is desired, n must be subtracted from the
RVNEGBINOMIAL function output.
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Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RVNEGBINOMIAL(n, p, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
RAND pseudo-random number interval
[0,1)
Random variable generation method
See note [1]
Input parameter 1
n
Parameter 1 valid range
integer > 0
Input parameter 2
p
Parameter 2 valid range
0<p<1
Input parameter 3 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 3 valid range
0 <= integer
Input parameter 4 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
n <= integer
[1] The negative binomial random variable is generated by counting the total trials of n
geometric random variables.

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVCNEGBINOMIAL(rn, n, p, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Random variable generation method
See note [1]
Input parameter 1
Copula output
Parameter 1 valid range
[0,1)
Input parameter 2
n
Parameter 2 valid range
integer > 0
Input parameter 3
p
Parameter 3 valid range
0<p<1
Input parameter 4 (optional)
minimum truncation point
Parameter 4 valid range
0 <= integer
Input parameter 5 (optional)
maximum truncation point
Parameter 5 valid range
n <= integer
[1] The negative binomial random variable is generated by counting the total trials of n
geometric random variables.

Geometric Distribution
A geometric random variable, as defined in Simulation Master, is the number of Bernoulli
trials to achieve one success. The geometric distribution is a special case of the negative
binomial distribution where n = 1. Parameter p is the probability of success for each
Bernoulli trial.
Note that the geometric distribution is supported with a minimum value of 1 which would be
the case where the first trial is a success. Another variation of the geometric distribution
can be interpreted as the number of failures before success. In this case the minimum
value would be zero. If this is desired, 1 must be subtracted from the RVGEOMETRIC
function output.
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Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2 (optional)
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range

RVGEOMETRIC(p, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
p
0<p<1
minimum truncation point
1 <= integer
maximum truncation point
2 <= integer

Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVCGEOMETRIC(rn, p, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
p
0<p<1
minimum truncation point
1 <= integer
maximum truncation point
2 <= integer

Poisson Distribution
A Poisson random variable is the number of events occurring in a given time or space. The
parameter lambda is the expected value.

Regular Function Information
Simulation Master Function
RAND pseudo-random number interval
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2 (optional)
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range

RVPOISSON(lambda, mintrunc, maxtrunc)
[0,1)
Inverse transform
lambda
positive real number
minimum truncation point
1 <= integer
maximum truncation point
2 <= integer
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Copula Marginal Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Random variable generation method
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3 (optional)
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4 (optional)
Parameter 4 valid range

RVCPOISSON(rn, lambda, mintrunc,
maxtrunc)
Inverse transform
Copula output
[0,1)
lambda
positive real number
minimum truncation point
1 <= integer
maximum truncation point
2 <= integer
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Appendix E – Time Series Functions
This appendix lists the Simulation Master functions used to generate time series values.
These functions are added using the Time Series button on the ribbon or by typing them
directly into cells.

AR(1)
The autoregressive model with one lag is defined as:
yt = α + Фyt-1 + ε
where ε ~ N(0, σ)

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range [1]
[1] For stationarity, |Ф| < 1.

RVAR1(ε, yt-1, α, Ф)
disturbance variable, RVNORMAL(0, σ)
real number
variable at t-1
real number
constant
real number
lag coefficient at t-1
real number

AR(2)
The autoregressive model with two lags is defined as:
yt = α + Ф1yt-1 Ф2yt-2+ ε
where ε ~ N(0, σ)

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range

RVAR2(ε, yt-1, yt-2, α, Ф1, Ф2)
disturbance variable, RVNORMAL(0, σ)
real number
variable at t-1
real number
variable at t-2
real number
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Input parameter 4
constant
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5
lag coefficient at t-1
Parameter 5 valid range [1]
real number
Input parameter 6
lag coefficient at t-2
Parameter 6 valid range [1]
real number
[1] For stationarity, the following conditions must hold:
|Фi| < 1
Ф1 + Ф2 < 1
Ф1 - Ф2 < 1
-1 < Ф2 < 1

MA(1)
The moving average model with one lag is defined as:
yt = μ + θεt-1 + εt
where ε ~ N(0, σ)

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range

RVMA1(εt, εt-1, μ, θ)
disturbance variable, RVNORMAL(0, σ)
real number
disturbance at t-1
real number
mean
real number
lag coefficient at t-1
real number

MA(2)
The moving average model with two lags is defined as:
yt = μ + θ1εt-1 + θ2εt-2 + εt
where ε ~ N(0, σ)

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

RVMA2(εt, εt-1,εt-2, μ, θ1, θ2)
disturbance variable, RVNORMAL(0, σ)
real number
disturbance at t-1
real number
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Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5
Parameter 5 valid range
Input parameter 6
Parameter 6 valid range

disturbance at t-2
real number
mean
real number
lag coefficient at t-1
real number
lag coefficient at t-2
real number

ARMA(1,1)
The autoregressive moving average model with one lag is defined as:
yt = α + Фyt-1 + θεt-1 + εt
where ε ~ N(0, σ)

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range
Input parameter 5
Parameter 5 valid range [1]
Input parameter 6
Parameter 6 valid range
[1] For stationarity, |Ф| < 1.

RVARMA11(εt, εt-1, yt-1, α, Ф, θ)
disturbance variable, RVNORMAL(0, σ)
real number
disturbance at t-1
real number
variable at t-1
real number
constant
real number
lag coefficient at t-1
real number
lag coefficient at t-1
real number

ARMA(2,2)
The autoregressive moving average model with two lags is defined as:
yt = α + Ф1yt-1 + Ф2yt-2 + θ1εt-1 + θ2εt-2 + εt
where ε ~ N(0, σ)
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Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RVARMA22(εt, εt-1, εt-2, yt-1, yt-2, α, Ф1, Ф2,
θ1, θ2)
Input parameter 1
disturbance variable, RVNORMAL(0, σ)
Parameter 1 valid range
real number
Input parameter 2
disturbance at t-1
Parameter 2 valid range
real number
Input parameter 3
disturbance at t-2
Parameter 3 valid range
real number
Input parameter 4
variable at t-1
Parameter 4 valid range
real number
Input parameter 5
variable at t-2
Parameter 5 valid range [1]
real number
Input parameter 6
constant
Parameter 6 valid range
real number
Input parameter 7
lag coefficient at t-1
Parameter 7 valid range
real number
Input parameter 8
lag coefficient at t-2
Parameter 8 valid range
real number
Input parameter 9
lag coefficient at t-1
Parameter 9 valid range
real number
Input parameter 10
lag coefficient at t-2
Parameter 10 valid range
real number
[1] For stationarity, the following conditions must hold:
|Фi| < 1
Ф1 + Ф2 < 1
Ф1 - Ф2 < 1

Geometric Brownian Motion
The geometric Brownian motion function will return St as follows:
St = St-1*EXP(μ + σ*B(t))
where B(t) ~ N(0, 1)
If St is an asset price over time, such as a stock price, then the return, Rt can be modeled
as:
Rt = ln(St/St-1)
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Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range

RVGBM(B(t), St-1, σ, μ)
standard Brownian motion,
RVNORMAL(0, 1)
real number
variable at t-1
real number
standard deviation
positive real number
mean
real number

ARCH(1)
The ARCH process allows for stochastic variance to be modeled.
ARCHVARIANCE function returns:

To model variance, the

2
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝜀𝑡−1

The value for each element in the time series is then modeled by the RVARCH1 function:
yt = μ + ε t
Where:
εt = σtZt
Zt ~ N(0,1)

ARCH(1) Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range

RVARCH1(𝜎𝑡2, Zt, μ)
variance, ARCHVARIANCE()
real number
standard normal, RVNORMAL(0,1)
real number
constant
real number

ARCHVARIANCE Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

2
ARCHVARIANCE (𝜎𝑡−1
, Zt-1, α0, α1)
variance at t-1
positive real number
standard normal, RVNORMAL(0,1)
real number
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Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range [1]
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range [1]
[1] For stationarity, |α1| < 1

constant
positive real number
lag coefficient
≥0

GARCH(1,1)
The GARCH process allows for stochastic variance to be modeled. To model variance, the
GARCHVARIANCE function returns:
2
2
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝜀𝑡−1
+ 𝛽𝜎𝑡−1

The value for each element in the time series is then modeled by the RVGARCH11 function:
yt = μ + ε t
Where:
εt = σtZt
Zt ~ N(0,1)

GARCH(1,1) Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range

RVGARCH1(𝜎𝑡2, Zt, μ)
variance, GARCHVARIANCE()
real number
standard normal, RVNORMAL(0,1)
real number
constant
real number

GARCHVARIANCE Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range [1]
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid range [1]
Input parameter 5
Parameter 5 valid range [1]
[1] For stationarity, |α1| < 1

2
GARCHVARIANCE (𝜎𝑡−1
, Zt-1, α0, α1, β)
variance at t-1
positive real number
standard normal, RVNORMAL(0,1)
real number
constant
positive real number
lag coefficient
≥0
lag coefficient
≥0
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Appendix F – Copula Function
Copula Function
The copula function returns a sample from one of the uniform marginals of a bivariate
Archimedean copula. There are two modes of operation: variable 1 and variable 2. A
copula is created in two cells where one is variable 1 and the other is variable 2. These two
cells return the marginal outputs for the two variables that are used as the random number
input to a copula marginal function (see Appendices C & D).
Each copula cell takes two random numbers as inputs for sampling. These random numbers
are generated in two cells containing the RANDNUM() function. An example copula is shown
below.

Figure 103 - Example Copula Setup

To sample using the copula above, we would use the copula output cells as random number
inputs to a copula marginal function. For example, suppose variable 1 is modeled as a
triangular distribution with min = 10, most likely = 15, and max = 20. Variable 2 has a
normal distribution with mean = 12, standard deviation = 2. We would enter functions for
these variables somewhere in the worksheet as follows:
Variable 1: =RVCTRIANGULAR(E4,10,15,20)
Variable 2: =RVCNORMAL(E5,10,2)
When using decimal comma, replace the “,” separating arguments with “;”.
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Function Information
Simulation Master Function

RCOPULA(varnum, type, α, range1, range2)
variable number
1 or 2
copula type
pre-defined string [1]
copula parameter
real number, valid values vary by copula
type
Input parameter 4
random number cell 1
Parameter 4 valid entry
Excel cell address
Input parameter 5
random number cell 2
Parameter 5 valid entry
Excel cell address
[1] Each copula type has two or four directions of the correlation structure. To see a
visualization of the direction, use the Copula tool in the ribbon. Select a copula to see an
example scatter plot of the direction of the correlation structure. Frank and FGM copulas
are symmetrical at each end and therefore only two directions are needed. The pre-defined
strings that specify the copula type are listed below. The string must include quotation
marks.
“Clayton1”
“Clayton2”
“Clayton3”
“Clayton4”
“Frank1”
“Frank2”
“Gumbel1”
“Gumbel2”
“Gumbel3”
“Gumbel4”
“FGM1”
“FGM2”
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid values
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid entry
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
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Appendix G – Other Functions
All functions shown assuming decimal point is used. When using decimal comma, replace
the “,” separating arguments with “;”.

RVEMPIRICAL
An empirical distribution can be added to the model using the empirical distribution
function. This function returns a sample from the empirical distribution of a referenced data
range.
Type is the type of data, either "continuous" or "discrete".
quotation marks.

Type must be entered in

The data range must conform to the following:
• All cells must be numeric.
• The range must be one column.
• The range must be sorted ascending (smallest to largest) with the smallest value in
the top cell and the largest value in the bottom cell.
Discrete will return only values included in the data range. Continuous uses linear
interpolation to return values between two data points. The function must evaluate to a
numeric value or an error will result.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid entries

RVEMPIRICAL (range, type)
cell range of data
Excel range address
data type
“continuous”, “discrete”

RVUSERDIST
RVUSERDIST is a wrapper that is used by the software to identify random variables in the
model. It returns whatever formula is entered as its parameter. The formula must evaluate
to a numeric value or an error will result.
To record input variables, correlate inputs and color input cells the software scans the sheet
containing the output cell and looks for cell formulas that begin with “RV”. This function
allows for user-defined distributions that will be recorded during a simulation. If you want
to record the value of any cell during simulation (such as copula outputs), place the cell
formula inside this function. Note that to record a variable on the simulation data sheet;
the cell must be on the same worksheet as the model output cell.
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Note that to record a variable on the simulation data sheet; the cell must be on the same
worksheet as the model output cell. The RVUSERDIST function can also be used to record
random variables located on other sheets. To record a random variable, place the
RVUSERDIST function in the sheet containing the output cell. Then enter the cell address of
the random variable in the function. For example, we enter the function in the sheet as
follows:
=RVUSERDIST(Sheet9!B7)
Where our random variable is in Sheet9, cell B7.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid range

RVUSERDIST (formula)
user entered formula
formula must return a numeric value

HIDERV
This function is used to not record a cell containing a function that begins with RV. This can
be used to only record variables of interest during simulation. The cell containing an RV
function will still be used in the simulation, but not recorded on the simulation data sheet.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1

HIDERV (RV function)
Simulation Master RV function

RANDNUM
To generate a random number from Simulation Master’s random number generator, place
the RANDNUM function in a cell or within a formula. If Excel’s RAND() function is selected
prior to simulation, this function will return a random number generated by RAND(). If the
MCG is selected, this function will return a random number generated by the MCG.
This is useful when you have a user-defined function and want to repeat the random
number sequence used during a simulation. To repeat random number sequence, the MCG
must be selected prior to starting the simulation.
This function is also used to generate random numbers as inputs to the RCOPULA function.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter

RANDNUM ()
none
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RVDECISION
This is the function for a discrete decision variable. A discrete decision variable assumes a
discrete set of values during simulation. Multiple simulation runs are performed, and a
discrete decision variable will assume a new value during each simulation.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid values

RVDECISION (range)
cell range containing the values of the
decision variable for each simulation run
Excel cell range

RVOPTDECISION
This is the function for a decision variable used with optimization. It can assume any value
within a range for decimal types, and whole numbers for integer types.
During
optimization, the software searches for the optimal value within the range specified.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid values
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid entry
Input parameter 3
Parameter 3 valid range
Input parameter 4
Parameter 4 valid entry
Input parameter 5
Parameter 5 valid entry

RVOPTDECISION (cell, name, min, max,
type)
cell address of the cell whose value will be
changed during optimization
Excel cell address
name of decision variable
string in quotation marks
minimum value of cell that will be changed
real number
maximum value of cell that will be changed
real number
type of data: 0 = decimal values, 1 =
integer values
0 or 1

VALUEATRISK
This function calculates value at risk for a portfolio. To use this function, you must first
simulate the model. Once the simulation is complete, enter this function in the same
workbook as the simulation data sheet.
For calculation details on this function, refer to the VaR | Expected Shortfall section of
chapter 18. This function returns losses as positive values and gains as negative values.
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Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid entries
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

VALUEATRISK (simulation name, confidence
level)
string in quotation marks
name of a simulation data worksheet
confidence level at which to calculate
(0,100)

EXPSHORTFALL
This function calculates expected shortfall for a portfolio. To use this function, you must
first simulate the model. Once the simulation is complete, enter this function in the same
workbook as the simulation data sheet.
For calculation details on this function, refer to the VaR | Expected Shortfall section of
chapter 18. This function returns losses as positive values and gains as negative values.

Function Information
Simulation Master Function
Input parameter 1
Parameter 1 valid entries
Input parameter 2
Parameter 2 valid range

EXPSHORTFALL (simulation name,
confidence level)
string in quotation marks
name of a simulation data worksheet
confidence level at which to calculate
(0,100)
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Appendix H – Decimal Separators
This appendix describes how Simulation Master works with decimal separators. Decimals
are usually specified using either the decimal point (.) or the decimal comma (,). The
choice of which decimal separator used is determined by the Windows regional settings.
To make things more complicated, Excel allows you to override your Window settings (also
known as system settings) and specify a different decimal separator in Excel worksheets.
The system settings can be overridden by clicking on File > Options.
system separators” box and specify the decimal separator to be used.

Uncheck the “Use

Figure 104 - Excel Options> System Separator Setting
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Simulation Master is designed to work with either decimal point or decimal comma and to
make decimal separator conversion as simple as possible. The following guidelines are
important for correct calculations.
•

•

Enter all data in forms using the system decimal separator. If your Windows
regional settings use decimal point, always use decimal point when entering data in
forms. If your Windows regional settings use decimal comma, always use decimal
comma when entering data in forms.
If using the Excel decimal override, Simulation Master will automatically convert
decimals when reading or writing data from forms. For example, if the system
setting is decimal point, and the Excel override is decimal comma, pasting the
calculation results from a form will convert from decimal point in the form to decimal
comma in the worksheet.
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